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Questions linger in JMU loss
By Thomas Bergeron
staff writer

STATESBORO, Ga. - It was the
game that was supposed to answer all
the questions, but after third-ranked
JMU's 26-7 upset loss to 12th-ranked
Georgia Southern Saturday, the biggest
question of all still remains
unanswered. Just how good is the JMU
football team?
Had this loss been to the Eagles'
teams that have won the Division 1-AA
national championship in convincing
fashion the last two years, the setback
may have been acceptable. But clearly
this year it wasn't. The mode of despair
in the JMU locker room showed just
how down the Dukes were.
"I don't even care about the playoffs,"
head coach Joe Purzycki said. "We have
a choice to make. We can take this
football game and grow from it or we
can let this football game destroy our
morale.
"We have to make a choice in [the
locker room] after this game. It's got to
be go forward or go backward. I hope
obviously that we'll take the choice and
go forward."
Georgia Southern's upset of JMU
(7-2) came in front of 16,734, the
largest crowd ever to sec a game at
Allen E. Paulson Stadium and extended
the Eagles (7-3) liome-winning streak
to 17.
But should this game ruin the Dukes'
morale? Was it that the Dukes are a bad
team or was it that the Dukes played a
See FOOTBALL page 2>

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
JMU senior linebacker Marty Fitzgerald digs In to stop Georgia Southern's Ernest Thompson
in the Dukes' 26-7 loss to the Eagles Saturday. The defeat ended JMU's six-game win streak.

Campus political groups schedule debate
By Greg Allen
staff writer

JMU's Republican and Democratic forces will face
each other in debate for the first time in recent memory
early in December.
The debate will be the first time any member of the
College Republicans or the Young Democrats, can
remember the two parties meeting in such a forum,
said Cynthia Klitz, president of Young Democrats.
Sponsored by the legislative action committee of the
Student Government Association, the debate will be
held OQ eiihci Dec. i oi 2 a! 4 p.m. in Giafiuii-Siovali

Theatre.
Topics of discussion will include the following:
•Reagan's Supreme Court nominee [whoever it is]
•the Strategic Defense Initiative
•affirmative action
•U.S. involvement in the Persian Gulf
•Aid to the Nicaraguan Contra rebels
Representatives of the two groups will each be
allowed to make a five-minute opening statement, and
two three-minute rcbuttles. Then one set of four
audience questions on each topic will be discussed.
Discussion will oc limited to 20 minutes for each

topic.
Jeff Braucr, a member of the SGA political publicity,
subcommittee, said he does not consider the event a
debate.
"This is not a debate. The purpose of the address is
to increase student awareness of important issues and
campus political parties," he said.
Tracy Humphrey, chairwoman of the legislative
action committee, said, "The sole purpose is io have
the parties talk of issues that will affect JMU students
See DEBATE page ._>
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bad poe' That depends » lew yon
aaerpret ie —ifci
JMU mowed *e bafl BKC C-eerga
Somhers s laif :*' 2e 5eid ae first set
it had it. OB five of those su
ifee Pdrn got as far as *e
32 and aa avee of atose cries
dry advanced aside ate 2D. Yet die
Dukes managed ;o score pomes ononiy
oae of acse pessessaoaa
Georga Southern also mowed ar bad
aao JMUs ade of me Odd ax ones.
The Eagles, however, scored oa five of
tear m dunces.
Boca teams moved the hall
effectively, at fact, me Dukes did a
truer thaa the Eagles md. JMU
averaged i } yards per play-. Georpa
Southern averaged -*-5.
Bat haQ movement did not jnrimiac
Georgia Southern was flawfess.
Gotag nuo the pne the Eagles
averaged just aader fcar mrnoven per
The Dates, if H.haaaaee —
ail tatercepudas from the arm of
quarterback Enc Gasen.
*We had too many [mistakes] and
they didn't have aay. That was the
booom lar," Purzydu said.
1 really fek goatg m dm they had r>
■amaaa then- trend of tnraaag me baD
over. We had to get our four turnovers
from them, piay relatively error-free
fcoti.. i.-: -: aaatj feh -■ aaatl
m the game."
Bat the Dukes didn't get their
turnovers and they didn t piay error-free
football — especially in the third
quarter.
Both teams played well both
offensively and defensively m the first
half. JMU matched Georgia Southern s
opening drive touchdown with Green's
17-yard pass to Seal Wilkinson laie in
the second quarter. The difference at
halftime was Eagles' kicker Tim
Foley s 37-yard field goal with 22
seconds left in the half. Georgia
Southern led 10-7.
In the second half JMU asserted itself
and took control. This wasn't the same

The tAistm bead, though, aad ate ■
Saxfcgg returned the ensuing pur. -5
yards to the Eagles 30. JMU was ready
Dgoagaa.
Geaddy (76 yards on 12 carries) moved
to the 14 with a nice/cutback
run on ar. aborted pitch play/But JMU
Startmg the am
made;
y. ."Vf. mamaj pfcMh. fauai -* ErfH
Hi IJaan -;-: -:-. fa sar.e play
It picked up dace first downs and faced oa which they scored their only
amnf aawa oafy once %nde advancing touchdown — Wilkinson fading into
aao Georpa Soothers terntory
the left corner — and again the piay
Aa marriipuoa and a sussed field was open. But Green admittedly waned
lofJMU-sficst-hatf ••» long to release the ball, allowing
Raodell Boone to recover from his
toverback posa^on and intercept the ball
ma one. Bat a didn L
at rite 5-yard line.
Oa turd-aad-16, Gasea (mae-of-22 far
JMU never recovered
134 yards) foaad Rodney Stockea
"Gigantic* said Purzycki of the two
areakmg down the right side of the blown chances* The one from the two
field afl atoae. k was aa obwioas bkjwa is the one that breaks our back. It really
aaBBUBBji and an :c-.:.i 2ik:i
hafts as. I think thai might have
— that is until Green changed the emotional complexion of
The game, hut {instead] we just lift
Saxkes hat) a> dne back from the them up.
eadzoae reach the pass and was mas
Then we had a great punt return by
dowa at the 2-yard line. Thea Rodney [Siockeu; and aa move the ball
everything went wroag.
right down and they got an interception.
Toey Graddy was pulled dowa from Those two turnovers were crucial
Defci^d ::r a --,*ard icss oc r:rst IBM because that takes 14 poems away from
befaae a scraobaag Gceea aadermrew a us and there's no telling what kind of
wide-open Stockec oa a second-down emotional lift it gives them."
Georgia Southern didn t need another
P*ssGreea sari after the game chat he had emotional lift but got one anyway
trouble moving the bail from a nrftrd when Foley broke the I-AA field goal
nmaang position to a cocked throwing record wuh the third quarter coming to a
position. But by the way the senior close. The senior All-America
.pimped op and stomped on the groand candidate. who is now 10 of 11 in
after the play, it was obvious that he aneaapts over 50 yards for his career,
knew he should have completed the booed a 63-yard auempc easily over the
pan
crossbar.
"I definitely should have goaon the
So after dominating the quarter on
ball to him.* said Green "I just didn't the playing field. JMU could only look
get enough on the ball/
up and see that it was even farther
On the next play. Green kept behind on the scoreboard, down 1 }.dropping back trying to avoid the
But it wouldn i have mattered what
third-down rush before being penalized the score was now Ate JMU missed
for intentionally grounding the ball to
avoid the loss.
When the five-yard penalty was
assessed from the spot of the foul, the > (Contnuac from page 2!
ball rested on the Georgia Southern 32.
both as students and as Amencans."
Green tried to hit Wilkinson up the
Kliu claims that the College
middle, but his fourth-down pass was
Republicans
have refused aU of the
too high.
Democrats previous offers to hold a
debaie..
"In the past. I had offered Rob
Testwuide [former chairman of the
College Republicans] to have our clubs
debaie. but he never reciprocated, a men
gave me the indication that he wasnt
interested."
Testwuide denies Klitz claim. He said
that the Democrats only made informal
references w holding a debate.
"We talked about it casually, but if
you ask me. it was the Young
Democrats who never organized
themselves." Testwuide said. "The
sac diat had Looked so lackluster i
: ago m aawty aXranag Towsoc
21-19 This was a ;unmpcil aa
Imottvaasdby the chance c pB3»r
lam. And the Dukes id just
■Jsemseives wall

on the two scoring opportunities.
Georgia Southern was up, while the
Dukes were down and out
The Eagles emphasized that point by
scoring two more touchdowns in the
final quarter. For the first time this
season, JMUs defense couldn't save the
offense.
Georgia Southern gained 122 yards in
the quarter. 103 of which were on the
ground, to run out the clock.
It wasn t that the Dukes' defense
played that badly, but rather that it
could not compete with the Eagles
emotionally. The Dukes needed a big
play defensively to get the team up
again — instead, one went against
them.
On Georgia Southern s third play of
the quarter, freshman Joe Ross (20
carries for 129 yards) busted through the
line on the left side near midfield and
was not pulled down until safety
Eupton Jackson stopped him at the nine
for a 47-yard gain.
The Dukes held for three downs, but
on founh-and-goal from the 1-yard line,
Ernest Thompson jumped over the top
for a touchdown. Georgia Southern
missed on a two-point pass attempt but
led 19-7.
JMUs offense, meanwhile, could
manage just 21 yards and one first down
in 16 offensive plays after the
third-quarter irijercepoon.
Georgia Southern added its final score
on a 5-yard run by Thompson with
3:50 left in the game.
Now the question now u ho* much
Georgia Southerns »in will affect the
Dukes the rest of the way. With only
two losses. JMU is very much alive
and in contention for a spot in the
16-leam I-AA playoffs Even wuh three
losses, the Dukes should advance.
But what state of mind will they be
in1 That *dl be answered next week-

Debate

College Republicans have been more
organized and ready for a debar like this
than the Young Democrats ever were."
Enc Hurt, first vice chairman of
operauons for the College Republicans,
said. "We have members who are
already kno* ledgeable about the topics
because they have had to study the
issues in their classes."
The Democrats are now deciding who
will represent their party in the debaie.
Klitz said.

The groups will distribute literature
and information sheets at the forum
explaining party views on the debate
topics and other issues.
The legislative action committee will
choose a faculty adviser to moderate the
event Admission is free and open to
the public.

GIVE TO THI AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY.
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Cost of living increases

Faculty senate keeps pay raise scale
By Meghan Johnson
staff writer

The faculty senate approved a motion Thursday to
retain the current distribution of faculty salary
increases.
This motion states that the faculty senate
"reaffirm our concurrence with the present agreement
for the distribution of salary increases, where 65
percent of salary is the base for satisfactory
performance and 35 percent is for performance-based
merit raises."
Percentages refer to the total amount of money
available for salary increases each year. All faculty
members receive a portion of the 65 percent increase
for satisfactory performance.
"This developed about three years ago in the
faculty concerns committee." said Joyce Wszalek,
assistant professor of English and a member of the
senate's faculty concerns committee.
The committee had heard there was a possibility
that "things were going fifty-fifty" in distributing
salary increases, Wszalek said.
"Our original proposal was to guarantee
cost-of-living or 65 percent, whichever was greater.
. . for satisfactory performance, and the rest would
be merit," Wszalek said. "Dr. Warren [vice president
for academic affairs] responded that he couldn't

accept that; he wanted more merit regardless of how
little money was available."
In a favorable economy without much inflation,
the current distribution of salary increases gives
faculty members more than the average
cost-of-living increase, Wszalek said.
However, if cost-of-living expenses rise beyond
the amount of money available, there is no
guarantee that faculty members will receive a
cost-of-living increase beyond the satisfactory
performance-based increases now allotted to them,
she said.
In other business, Dr. Charles Dubenczic, speaker
' of the faculty senate, recapped JMU President
Ronald Carrier's changes in the spring
commencement program.
"We're trying to establish a full weekend, get it
out of their system, having it on Sunday with a
more solemn atmosphere coming right after a
church service," Dubenezic said. "Hopefully it will
set the proper [mood]."
The faculty concerns committee requested that the
SGA proposal for restricted campus smoking be
given to the student relations committee, Dubenezic
said.
This committee will meet with SGA members to
work out the proposal's specific details before a
decision is reached.

He also announced that Robert Lembright,
associate professor of history and chairman of the
curriculum and instruction committee, will serve as
faculty senate representative to the university's
liberal studies committee.
The committee was designed to review all
proposed liberal studies courses and to implement , i
theTfew liberal studies program.
The senate also discussed forming an ad-hoc
committee to investigate animal experimentation.
The senate wants to determine whether such
experimentation will require prior administrative
approval.
Michael Murray, president of the JMU Honor
Council, told senate members how professors can
have a suspected student investigated for violating
the Honor Code.
The Honor Council court listens to arguments
from both the prosecution and the defense, Murray
said.
If the student is found innocent, the charge is
dropped and the incident is erased from his or her
record, he said. If the student is found guilty, he or
she is removed from classes, and teachers are
confidentially informed of the situation, he added.
This semester, four students have been accused of
academic violations, Murray said. Two were
dismissed and the other two arc being prosecuted, he
added. The last two were turned in by fellow
students.

Awareness Week
to emphasize unity
for gays, straights
By Lisa Jackson
staff writer

."

Gays and straights share "basic
human civil rights," said the president
of JMU's gay organization on Friday.
This year's Gay Awareness Week
[Nov. 9-14] is directed primarily at
JMU's heterosexual population in an
attempt to "bridge the gap" between gay
and straight communities, said Mike
Doyle, president of Lambda Gamma
Lambda and Harmony.
It is important for heterosexuals to
participate for a basic understanding of
human civil rights, he said. "If you
believe in human civil liberties, you
have to realize that once you start
limiting one group in their rights,
whether it be blacks, whites, or gays,
you open the door to all kinds of
bigotry."

Pass it!

Staff photo by BRANDON WARREN

Benjamin and Daniel Zlccardy take time out of Saturdays JMU soccer game to practice shots.

You have to be careful, or else you
will find that your group also is being
discriminated against, Doyle said.
Lambda Gamma Lambda and
Harmony, the groups sponsoring Gay
Awareness Week, hope to "lessen the
obstacles" between JMU's gay and
straight communities through
See GAY page 7>
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TRY NEW YORK STYLE P/ZZA

C/ro's Wzza

PUBLIC AUCTION

\

SPECIAL

Saturday, November 14, 1987 9:00 A.M.

Buy a 76" pizza
2 toppings plus cheese
(with this
coupon only)

ONLY $6.29

1009 Greystone Street, Hamsonburg
Used furniture including 31 each, sleep sofas, love seats, chairs,
and ottomans from the timeshare units at Massanutten. Some
miscellaneous damaged or discontinued kitchen and decorative items.
All items must be removed from the premises at the time of sale.

The Original Italian Pizza
778 E. Market Street

434-5375

Mountainside Villas Owners Association

E.Ray Wine, Auctioneer
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TAKE CARE
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LUNGS.
THEY'RE
ONLY
HUMAN.
AMERICAN
LUNG
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AD TRIVIA

D
(= VOICES

Q. Find the display ad in The Breeze that cost
$57 or $69 an hour depending on your needs.

OPENING
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 18
Most Books 50% or More
Off Retail

Quality discount
book

And win a sub and medium soft drink
of your choice from JM's

59 South L*>erty St,
Ha/risonbwg, VA

How To Win:*
Just fill out the coupon below and bring
it to The Breeze office in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger TODAY between
9 a.m. and 2 p.m.
The first five people with the correct answer WIN
"

*

*~

432-1700
Open Mon.-Stt;ir>«

(bewfe the new location of Town'and Camp*
A Records)

mnmnnona
ANSWER TO
LAST ISSUE'SB
AD TRIVIA:

>

A.
Name

Gazebo
&

I j|

Students. Faculty, and Staff affiliated with The Breeze are not eligible to win
Winners of Ad Trivia are not eligible to win again this semester.
Entrants must present valid I.D. to win.

I $\
J *|

Hamsonburg Garden
Center and Florist
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JMU to phase out major in education by '92
By Amanda Benson
staff writer

This story was originally run on the from page of the
Nov. 5 issue of The Breeze. Unfortunately much of it
was out of order. Here is the revised edition.
You want lo become a teacher, but you can't major
in education.
This is a dilemma some JMU students will have to
face after July 1, 1992 when the education major is
removed from JMU's list of offerings.
Instead of education, prospective teachers will
major in such subjects as psychology,
communication, English and liberal arts,
according to a mandatory statewide restructuring of
teacher education programs.
"The idea is that the goal of college education
should be to prepare a liberally educated person, not
to prepare a technician," said Dr. Julius Roberson,
dean of the College of Education. "It's less important
to teach content, and more important to teach critical
thinking and communication skills."

"Its less important to teach
content, and more important
teach critical thinking and
communication skills."
— Dr. Julius Roberson
Some of the state requirements for restructuring the
teacher education program are as follows:
•Hours earned in the education department, not
including field experiences, must not exceed 18
hours. Presently, there is a 48-hour minimum.
• The program must develop competency in
general studies, professional studies, field
experiences, and arts and sciences.

•The program must include specific plans for
recruitment of minority students. It also must include
strategies for attracting academically talented students.
• Student progress must be frequently and
systematically monitored.
JMU's own guidelines include being "bold and
innovative" in the restructuring process, as well as
maintaining exceptional, professional standards,
Roberson said.
Despite positive aspects of the restructuring plan, it
has been met with much hostility, he said.
"Elimination of the education degree and the
18-hour cap on education courses caused an
earthquake in the teacher education and the education
community generally," Roberson said.
He noted that "many persons in the professional
education field felt personally and professionally
affronted by the tone of the state's report."
Dr. Charles Blair, head of the early, middle and
special education department, also noticed hostilities.
"There's general agreement on the objectives of the
restructuring efforts; however, some questions exist
in the manner taken by the state," Blair said. "They
just stepped in without asking JMU. There was no
consultation.
"But it's an accomplished fact, and wc need lo move
on, not to dwell on it," he added.
Blair sees both the positive and negative qualities
of the restructuring plan. On the "plus" side, Blair
said students will get a better liberal education and
have more classroom experience, the university will
gain more flexibility in how it uses its allotted hours
and undergraduate programs will become more
creative.
On the "minus" side, the new program might cause
students "not to have as close an identity with their
individual programs."
"It's sometimes hard to find a major that tics in
closely and accurately" with education concentrations,
he added.
"The main question here is professionalism versus
liberal education. How should that balance in a
teacher's preparation?" Blair asked.
Finding this balance is one goal of the 17-mcmbcr

restructuring committee, which has held meetings ■
since early September. Roberson called this group "a
steering committee [formed] to make sure we're all
operating in a consistent manner."
Dr. Gamey Darrin, a professor of middle education,
said he is concerned about the restructuring of the
department. Education students "might not get as
much. They might not be as well-prepared in the job
market" under the new program.

"The idea is that the goal of
college education should be
to prepare a liberally
educated person, not to
prepare a technician."
— Dr. Julius Roberson
—:

i

"We're not going to have as strong a program,"
Darrin said. "We'll have to condense material, so wc
won't be able lo have the depth of study wc used to."
There is a possibility of creating a core curriculum
in the education department, Darrin said. This would
include grouping together now-separate classes.
"The whole idea is that a person who has a liberal
education will be better informed, but I don't know
how it will work yet," he said.
Roberson said, "I'm optimistic that the changes
will be positive." But, "there arc a lot of unknowns
wc can't anticipate; only time will tell."
JMU must submit two department restructuring
plants to the Virginia Slate Board of Education. The
first plan, a preliminary one, must be submitted by
January 4, 1988.
Roberson said this plan is like the "bones wiihout
the meat on them...it will be in very general terms."
The second plan, a dciailcd and precise one, must be
submitted during the spring semester of 1988. The
state will cither accept or reject this plan.

UCAM to hold nuclear awareness symposium
By Amanda Benson
staff writer

^

The JMU chapter of United
Campuses to Prevent Nuclear War
(UCAM) is presenting a Nuclear
Awareness Symposium [Nov. 9-16]
to better educate students and faculty.
Lcif Riddervoid, co-president of
UCAM, said the symposium reflects
UCAM's educational and lobbying
goals concerning nuclear issues.
"We're presenting the symposium
to create more nuclear awareness,"
Riddervoid said. "It's an educational
tool to teach people about what's
going on with nuclear issues."
Participants in the symposium are
"top-notch, incredible speakers,"
Riddervoid said. "The names are
famous. — they're well-known in
their fields. It'll draw in a lot of

um

'"""

li

people."
UCAM also is concerned with
current legislation involving nuclear
issues such as the Comprehensive
Test Ban [CTB] and the Strategic
Defense Initiative [SDJJ.
During the symposium, UCAM
will be selling bumper stickers and
buttons. The group also will hold a
bake sale Nov. 9 and 10 in the
Harrison Hall lobby.
Events include the following:
•Monday, Nov. 9: UCAM
students will set up a bar graph made
of felt strips illustrating current
government spending figures. The
longest strip, measuring 150 feet,
represents defense spending. The bar
graph will be located on the hill
oulside the Warren Campus Center
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

•Tuesday,
Nov.
10:
Jeff
Marquis, a research analyst for the
Center for Defense Information
[CDI], will speak on the INF treaty
and conventional weapons at 2 p.m.
in the Phillips Center Ballroom.
Following the speech, Howard
Morland, author of "The H-Bomb
Secret" will discuss the latest
revelations about nuclear strategies.
•Wednesday, Nov. 11:
Dr.
Jerome Frank of Johns Hopkins
University will speak on the
psychological aspects of the nuclear
arms race at 12 p.m. in the Phillips
Center Ballroom.
After Frank's speech. Dr. Russell
Smith, a JMU economics professor,
will discuss ethics in nuclear policy
at 2 p.m.
Following his speech, Dr.

MftMftiiiftUiiiitffttittiMttti^

Anthony Eksterowicz of the JMU
political science department, will
give a speech at 4 p.m. titled "The
Balance of Power Foundation for
Contemporary
Arms
Control
Practice."
"'
'
•Friday, Nov. 13: A group of
students will hold a die-in from 11
am. to 1 p.m. They plan to dress in
black and lie motionless on the hill
behind the Warren Campus Center.
The die-in will be held in
coordination with other state
schools. UCAM members also will
answer questions concerning nuclear
issues at this time.
•Monday, Nov. 16: Retired
Major General Jack Kidd and retired
Lieutenant General Daniel Graham
will debate the Strategic Defense
Initiative [Star Wars] in GrafionStovall Theatre at 7 p.m.
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John Paul Mitchell
Systems
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Duke Battalion
Cadet Profile
"Meeting future
oriented people with
common interests is
only one of the
advantages I've
found in ROTC."
-Molly McNerny

EXTRA FANCY WASHINGTON STATE
JUMBO SIZE GOLOEN OR

59

Red Delicious
Apples
ib

LAY'S BRAND

99

Potato
Chips
FLORIDA

Molly is a senior at JMU majoring in computer information
systems. She also is a member of ARMY ROTC. She is
energetic and goal oriented which is indicated by her
receiving the superior cadet award.

Tangelos or
Tangerines Each

FROZEN

n

MEAT. JUMBO OR

Molly was helped to achieve her goals by an Army Threeyear Scholarship. This scholarship paid for tuition, fees,
and books for her last three years of college. This relieved
her on any financial worries and let her concentrate on goal
accomplishment.
—
■_
Maybe we can help you too. You won't know till you check
us out. For more information about Army Scholarships,
contact Captain David Kimmet, 568-6264.
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Oscar Mayer S I 36
Beef Franks i*.

CHUNK

Serve N'Save
Bologna
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NON RETURNABLE BOTTLE
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Pepsi
Cola

r

In The Deli-Pastry Shoppe
2-Liter Bottle Of

COCa Cola When You Buy
TWO 12 inch Deli Pizzas

ARMY ROTC
lames Madison University
Interested in a scholarship?
Attend scholarship briefing on Nov 19th in
Godwin 208, at 7 p.m.
For more info, call MAJ Bramlitt at 568-6264.

Jeno's
Pizza

THIN OP. WHOLE WHEAT CHUST
ANY SINGLE TOPPING

^ ^m

Mi Froth

O

$7

Pizzas

OBM7-OZ.
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REGULAR OR LIGHT
BEER
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12 $0 85

Milwaukee c". O
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING C^RPS
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NEWSFILE
Frederick Mostcllcr of Harvard
University will give a speech titled
"James Madison and the Authorship of
the Federalist Papers" today at 4 p.m.
in Anlhony-Seeger Auditorium.
Mostcllcr is chairman of the
department of health policy and
management in Harvard's graduate
school of public health.
Mostcllcr's research on the authorship
of the Federalist Papers began in 1941.

University to host
Madison expert,
Chinese painter

Gay

The results of his research appear in his
book "Inference and Disputed
Authorship: The Federalist" [1964] and
its second edition, "Applied Baycsian
and Classical Inference: The Case of
the Federalist Papers."
He has authored, co-authored, or
edited more than 200 scientific papers
and 46 books.
Mostellcr's presentation is part of
JMU's Visiting Scholars Program.

Cheng-Hsien
Lo,
the
Artist-in-Rcsidence at Washington and
Lee University, will present a
demonstration of Chinese landscape
paintings at 7 p.m. on Tuesday, Nov.
10 in Burruss Hall room 114.
A native of Yun-lin, Taiwan, Lo
Cheng-hsicn is a graduate of the
National Taiwan Academy of Arts. His
work has been exhibited in numerous
shows.

COURTFILE

>■ (Continued from page 3)
education.

"We want to show people who aren't
gay, or who don't know anyone who is
gay, what it means to be gay," Doyle
said.
Most non-gays don't understand what
it's like to be gay, Doyle said. "And
most are not trying to extend their
knowledge of what it's like." ■
^
AIDS, which affects both gay and
straight communities, also will be
discussed next week, Doyle said.
Events during Gay Awareness Week
include:
•A panel discussion tilled "Gays and
Straights at JMU: Bridging the Gap"
will be held in the Phillips Center
South Ballroom today at 8 p.m.
• A minister will lecture on
"Homosexuality and Religion" on

Tuesday at 3 p.m. in Kcc/.cll Hall G-3.
• Dr. Norm Pollard, of JMU's
counseling center, will give a speech
entitled "AIDS — What Everyone
Should Know" on Tuesday at 8 p.m. in
Blackwcll Auditorium.
•A question and answer session with
Lambda Gamma Lambda and Harmony
will be held on Wednesday at 8 p.m. in
Miller Hall room 101.
•Charlie Sweet, from the political
science department, will discuss
"Homosexuality and Career Decisions:
Personal Choices" on Thursday at 8
p.m. in Harrison Hall A-12.
•Paulette Goodman, president of the
Washington area Parents and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays, will speak on
Saturday at 2:30 p.m. in Godwin Hall
room 344.

DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS

Court finds
two students
guilty for DUI
By Kurt Larrick
police reporter

Two JMU students and two
non-students were found guilty of
driving under the influence in
Rockingham District Court in the past
three weeks.
• Student Robert O. Smith, 20, of
Gainesville, pleaded guilty to DUI Oct.
28. He was fined $250 plus costs, and
his license was suspended for six
months, five of which were suspended
for his enrollment in ASAP.

Smith was arrested Sept. 25 by
campus police on Bluestone Dr., near
Chandler Hall.
•Student Clifford L Puterbough, 24,
of Harrisonburg, pleaded guilty to DUI
Oct. 27. He was fined $250 plus costs
and his license was suspended for six
months. Puterbough was arrested Sept.
25 by campus police.
•Non-student Timothy W. Carnahan,
20, of Gainesville, pleaded guilty to DUI
Nov. 5. He was fined $250 and his
license was suspended for six months.
Carnahan was arrested Oct. 10 by
campus police.
• Non-student Joseph T. Crawford,
19, of Ml Crawford, was tried in
absence and found guilty Oct. 22. He
was fined $250 plus costs and his
license was suspended for six months.
Crawford was arrested Sept. 5 by
campus police on Dukes Drive West.

air mates
Sex Makes No Difference
HAIRSTYLING FOR
MEN-WOMEN-CHILDREN
PERMING-COLORING-STRAIGHTENING

.*-&^

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE

TWO CUSTOM-MADE PIZZAS
FOR ONE SPECIAL PRICE.
Two Pizzas °ST£U;V
lor
"

Each additional
topping II 39 Pnl

Only $8.99! mtm>**»m
Domino I
Doubt* F •aim* "

MARKET SQ. EAST
SHOPPING CENTER

Domino's Pizza
Double Feature'
Call us!
433-2300
433-3111
31 MiMr Grew

434-1507
381 N. MASON

Hours
Open dairy al 4PM
Open until 1AM Son Thurt
Open unM 2AM fn-Sat

433-0801 I

NOCKINGHAM
SQUARE
CKINGHAMS
1743$. HIGH
HST.

23 T«m Or

Two Pizzas S-JSi^js
l/>r
22

Doutx* FMturt"
Two OOtiCKMJS Ch**s* pi«*3 'or on*
Special pne*
Addiiionai loppings Add your choic* ol
loppings on ootn pizzas to' on* special
pne* — ihey don'i have to o* in* sam*1

Eecn eddnonet
topping II W P«c-

Onty $11.99! «> **■ ,«**• «■
DomHioi
DOUM* f««1ur» *

NO

COUPON
NECESSARY

MAKE HAIR MATES
A FAMILY AFFAIR
NO APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY

12"

16"

S It*

t11'M

I l.Jt

I IN

Puces do not include !*•

OUR EXCLUSIVE GUARANTEES
II your piiia dos» not errnre
within 30 minutes 'rom lit*
time you order. !"• dettsary
person anil gladly deduct 13 00
men the price o« you» ome '
• Fo< Double Feature guarantee is »3 00 oil seen order
-»Mei»ii«oi i
in— i«lf«iMi ~

II you are not completely
satisfied wttri your piMa
w will gladly raplaca it
freeolcnerge

. fl si ■•■aiiiaik'iaiisiias

-~-
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51 Court Square
434^4464

MR. CHIPS THIRD
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION!
Nov. 9 - 13

Where there's always
something happening!
i MONDAY)"
•"•IttMtMl

©PEN

I

IIIMIIll'1

host Bob Driver

OTA<

Tex-Mex Menu
'til 9pm

f TUB8PAY>

Darts Night

I WEDNESDAY J-

Darts Night

Ladits ffakt

DJ &Trivia Contest
—.(THURSDAYIU
Darts Night

DJ & Trivia Contest

t FRIDAY J'—
llMlilttlllKIIHHIMIIll'

(SATURDAY)
I Mill M MUM (1.1

16 oz. with ice
250
<

—

i

All Coke Products

6 pk/ cans $1.49
12 pic. cans $2.98

FREE bag of Doritos with $3.00 purchase
(as long as supplies last)
FREE buttons and suckers
Register for FREE Give - Aways

—

A Deadly Acoustic .Act
1

Fountain Cokes

HN<HIH(HNNHMI«IIHIMIMHINMUIHHNt»

DJ &Trivia Contest

No Cover!

SPECIALS!!!

1 III I I lltl MM1

Widespread Panic
Psychedelic Rock from
Athens Georgia

MR. CfllPS
More Than You Think
i

Open 7 a.m. -12 midnight
Gibbons Hall, Entrance 4 - 5 Tel. X3922

f~CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES.
Whatever college degree you earn, the Navy can help you
make the most of it. As a Navy officer, you'll lead the
adventure. You'll get advanced training and management
experience as you advance your career in:
Financial Management
Inventory Control/Purchasing
Personnel Administration
Systems Analysis
You must have a BA/BS degree, be no more than 28 years
old. pass an aptitude test and physical examination and be
a U.S. citizen. Your benefits package includes 30 days'
annual vacation, medical/dental/low-cost life insurance
coverage plus many tax-free incentives. If you're interested
in taking the lead, personally and professionally.

Representatives will be on campus
Nov. 16th sign up for interview in
placement or call 1-800-533-1657.

•INTERMEDIATE GUITAR
*MAKE IT AND TAKE IT
CHRISTMAS CRAFTS
*WARDR0BE MAGIC
*BEGINNING TOLE PAINTING
*BASIC CALLIGRAPHY
*HAIRCUTTING FOR
HOME USE
*THE SUCCESSFUL ROCK BAND
*PERSONALIZED.SKIN CARE
AND HOLIDAY LOOKS

B agBaEHaBBBBffl—BBBB
NAVY i- OFFICER.
LEAD THE ADVENTURE.

90HT romxr

TO SKH4 ur IN
t>muPB0mc0- N0WH
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FOR RENT
Female - Non-smoking. Hunters Ridge
Condos. $182/mo. + utilities. Own BR.
Available immediately. 433-5155, Katry.
Closest Apts. To Campusl Roommate
needed to live in single, furnished room
spring semester. Duke Garden Apts.
Contact Beth, 433-5711.
2 BR Apt. Available Beginning Jan. 1 -1
mile from campus. Park Apts. Call Ann,
433-4930. Monday-Friday.
Desparatel Spring semester. 2 females
needed. Share room in Madison Square.
Furnished, W/D, AC. $145 + utilities/
negotiable. Call! 434-8673.
Solve Parking Problems! Walk 2 blocks to
campus. Non-smoking roommate needed
spring semester. Own BR. $l60/mo. +
utilities. 434-2186. Chris/Jill.
Close To Campus - Moving off campus &
need a big spacious room? Call Chuck,
433-6352.

FOR

SALE

Loft - Dorm-legal, very sturdy. Will help
disassemble. $60. Call Pam at 433-0997.
Silver Jewelry, Crystals, Beads & Supplies
- Shop early for Christmas but don't avoid
the "rush", plenty of good ones available at
Touch The Earth. 30 S. Main. Next to Jess'
Lunch.
Mountain Bike -16" Specialized "Street
Stomper". 18 gears, never used. $350/
best offer. Call Greg at x6789 & leave
message.
1979 Toyota Corrolla - 72,000 miles.
433-9256 after 5:30 pm.
Toyota 1982 - 2 WD ptckup, 5 speed, air,
long bed with cover, Goodyear Vectors.
Very good condition. 1 owner. $2700.
433-0436.
1980 VW Rabbit - 2 DR, fuel injected, AC,
78,000 miles. Good condition, 1 owner.
$1800, 433-1854.
.
Must Sell - Canon Typestar 5 personal
typewriter. Good condition with extra
ribbons. x4779.
'
1978 VW Sclrocco - New brakes, struts &
shocks. Manual transmission. $l995/best
offer. Call Ginger, x7304.
Simmons SDS 8 Drumset - $625.
Syndrums, 2 pads & brain, $125. Call
Russell at 433-2256.

Bartender/Doorman - Weekends, must be
21. Apply Train Station Restaurant.
Waitresses Needed All Shifts - Lunches,
evenings, weekends. Apply in person, Jess'
Lunch, Court Sq„ Main St.
Up To $10/Hr. - Mr. Gatti's is looking for
fast, ambitious people to deliver the best
pizza in town. Compare the potential
earnings between Mr. Gatti's & our
competitors. Check out our flexible
scheduling, scheduled by you, & you'll see
that Gatti's is the only way to go! Stop by
& see us in the Cloverteaf Shopping Center
or call us at 433-0606.
Want Flag Football Officials - $5 a game.
Contact Chris, x4040.
Hiring! Government jobs, your area.
$15,000-68,000. Call 602-838-8885, Ext.
4707,
Part Time Home Mailing Program Excellent income! Details, send self
addressed, stamped envelope. West, Box
5877, Hillside, NJ 07205.

LOST & FOUND
Lost 2 Keys On Ring On The Row - Jan,
X4467.
Lost Vivitar 35 MM Camera - Name on it.
Information call Michele, 434-6024.

Typing & Typesetting - Papers typed,
resumes typeset & printed. Pick up &
delivery. Professional service. 289-5745,
Karen.

Free Raffle - Ski Club meeting tonight! 8
pm, Grafton-Stovall.

Typing On Word Processor - $Ll0/pg.
Call Karin, x4373.

ACE Members - Meeting Tuesday at 7 in
Rm. D, WCC.

Word Processing Using WordPerfect Call Kathy, 433-8015, 3-9 pm.

"Sh-t Happens At JMU" T-Shirts - $10.
Call 433-0222 or 433-9742.

Picture Framing for students whose funds
are limited. Tom, 879-9015.

Oonagh, Hello - it's been a great 6 months.
K

WANTED

"Pawls" - Where's your third 6? Out
playing records backwards? L'lntelligentia

Adoption - Happily married couple unable
to have children of their own wishes to
provide loving home for infant. All fees
paid. Strictly legal & confidential. Call
collect (202) 244-0257.

Renee Hensoiv- Partying with you on
Saturday was so much fun! Let's do it again
sometime. Love, Your Secret Sis.

Want Rush Tickets - Call Derek, x5116.
Elizabeth Poyck - I'm proud of you Little
Sister! You're 1 fantastic ALA Pledge!
Love, Your Big Sis.

Wanted! Keyboard player. Must have
experience & equipment. Call Kevin, x4096.

PERSONALS

Free Raffle - Ski Club meeting tonight! 8
pm, Grafton-Stovall.

Ski Club Raffle Tonight - Win free ski
trips, lift tickets, clothes! Nov. 9, 8 pm,
Grafton-Stovall. Everyone's welcome!
Get Ahead On Your Career - Meet
professionals that will make the difference
during Free Enterprise Week. All this week!

Lost Vivitar Camera In A Blue Case on the
hill during homecoming football game.
Reward, x7374.

Gays & Straights At JMU - "Bridging The
Gap", faculty panel discussion tonight, 8
pm, South PC Ballroom, questions &
answers to follow. Free admission.

Lost A Nugget Bracelet like the kind at
Valley Mall. If found, please contact Leslie,
x5778.

Next Week - "Build A Belter Body Week!"
Nov. 16-21.

Lost A Silver Hoop Earring between
Huffman, Frederickson & the bus stop on
Oct. 29. Reward if found! x5326.
Lost Small Gold Cross Pendant with stone
in middle, if found please contact Susan,
x4338! A reward is offered!

Free Food! 90 second Super Fresh
Shopping Spree! Enter soon!

Resumes That Work! Get ready for those
interviews now. Professionally written/
typeset quality. Visa/MC/Check.
433-3063, it's worth it.
Easy Tan - Tan & relax with our latest
Sontegra suntanning system. 5 beds. 32
Miller Circle, behind RJ's Deli. 434-0808.
Call for appointment. Mon.-Fri., 6:45 am-8
pm. Sat, 6:45 am-12 noon.

Free To A Good Home - The best kitten in
the whole wide world. Male, about 5 mos.,
indoor/outdoor, box-trained. Blond,
grey-green eyes, short hair.
Two
housemates allergic and landlord doesn't
know or need to know about him. Call

433-0997.

\

Buy Tickets Now For 11/19/87 Super
Fresh Spree - Tickets on sale this week on
patio or see Jr. Class officer.
"The Students' Perspective" - Lambda
Gamma Lambda-Harmony panel discussion,
Wednesday, 8 pm, Miller 101.

"AIDS: What Everyone Should Know"
presented by Dr. Norm Pollard, Tuesday, 8
pm, Blackwell Auditorium. Free.

Mes - Good luck on your Journey. May you
endure! Alpha's

Rex - Happy 19th! Love, Hee Hee Hee. P.S.
Turn over.

SERVICE
While You Shop At The Mall! Radiator flush
& fill only $28.95 at Jiffy Lube! No
appointment necessary!

Unitarians! I know U are out there. Go
ahead, admit it. Please write to Bethany at
P.O. Box 715.

Free Enterprise Week Nov. 9-13 - Watch
for details about places & times on posters
& fliers around campus or drop by the
<DBA office in the WCC.

Ski Club Raffle Tonight - Win free ski
trips, lift tickets, clothes! Nov. 9, 8 pm,
Grafton-Stovall. Everyone's welcome!

"Original Cinnamon Bear Fresh Old Fashion
Honey Buns" sold by the Class of 1991. Nov.
9-11,9-3, WCC patio. $1.50.

Foolish Beanie Head - Thank you for the
happiest 6 months ever! I love you! Leslie
Hi Steve - Do you like flowers? You're a
sweetie. Tara

AX A - It was dreamy rocking around the
clock! Love, AXfl.

irs Scary But It Is Blowing In The Wind.
Paige - You're an awesome Little Sister!
Hang in there! Lisa

$40 Worth Of Musicland Merchandise for
50C How? Ask any Ar Pledge.

Horizon Sure Tan is a professional Tanning
Center. 434-1812

Todd ■ I'm always late! The party died
after you left. YouVe got my glasses, would
you like my number? Michelle

BABBW - Health Fair Nov. 18, 12-4 pm,
PC Ballroom. Food! Fun!

HELP WANTED

Typing Service - 24 years experience,
$1.75/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.

SK Pledges - Beware! The revenge for
Wednesday morning will be sweet!

Cocktail Waitress - Weekends, must be 20.
Apply Train Station Restaurant.

Typing Service - $l/pg. double spaced.
433-8713.

David Pearce - Happy anniversary, baby!
Miss you muchly Love, Jutes.

Female Housing Contract - Spring
semester. Call Alysoun, x5840.
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps For $44
through the US government? Get the facts
today! 1-312-742-1142, Ext. 5090.

■ »
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Hey ELI - Lighten up. Can you spell
s-a-r-c-a-s-m? I<PE
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Free Raffle - Ski Club meeting tonight! 8
pm, Grafton-Stovall.

.

L<I>E • Waah! Grow up or move to 4-5!
EEL
.:.:;;i;i;;;;;^>
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DO YOU HATE
WRITING TO
EVERYONE?
l-£>

Here at The Breeze, it's ourjob to
write about the latest events at JMU
— so you don't have to! Stop getting
writer's cramp and send all those
relatives and friends a subscription!

LET US KEEP IN TOUCH
FOR YOU!
Mail payment to:
Breeze Subscriptions
Anthony-Seeger Hall JMU
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

One year subscription
One semester subscription

Subscriptions are mailed third class. We apologize for delay in out of state delivery.

$20
$10

•
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Corky, John Or Better Yet, Shealty - Have
an awesome birthday.

Tricia (TiTI) Quinn - Have a happy 18th
birthday. Jamie

Ski Club Rattle Tonight - Win free ski
trips, lift tickets, clothes! Nov. 9, 8 pm,
Grafton-Stovall. Everyone's welcome!

Ski Club Rattle Tonight - Win free ski
trips, lift tickets, clothes! Nov. 9, 8 pm,
Grafton-Stovall. Everyone's welcome!

Hair Show

Jim - What is your last name? "Mary" from
Listening Lab.

Tonight, 7 pm
Super Fresh Rattle Tickets on sale, WCC
Patio, TW this week.

Cleveland Hall

Charlotte -1 really did enjoy the evening.
Hope to see ya over Thanksgiving. Brett

Lisa, Angle, Betsy, Charlotte, MaryAnne,
Melissa, Eileen, Suzanne - "I dont know why I
like it; I just do!" Love, Whitney.

Rape Prevention, Self Defense, Karate JMU Martial Arts Club, Monday &
Wednesday, 7-9:30, WCC Ballroom. For
information call 434-8824.

Hola ya'll ZRB's. Less than two months to
go! Maaan, the chicks here... Zerb

Meet Professionals In Your Academic Area
during Free Enterprise Week:

Andy Powell! GOBOI love you! Why are we
so far apart? Your Spanish love.

L.A.L. - If I could only turn back the hands
of time. B.D.W.

Ole! Soph, Beck, Tarn, Joan, Di. Espana es
marvillosa! Bubbles
Jennifer, Tracey, Bobby - Hola from
Espana! Miss you. Write! Love, Janet

IK Pledges Aren't Afraid To Rage!

Happy Birthday Katie! We wish you many
teapots, snickers, oreos. Always remember
P.J. & B.M. Love, Theresa & Kate.

This Week, All Week - Free Enterprise
Week sponsored by <1>BA.

Beth S. - Have a happy 20th birthday!
Jeanne

Jill Hufnagel - Have a scary birthday,
chickee! Love, Susan.

Katie Adalr - Happy 18th birthday! Don't
party too hard! Kelly

College Republicans Meeting - Tuesday at
5, Jackson 102.

Free Raffle - Ski Club" meeting tonight! 8
pm, Grafton-Stovall.
"People" - 10726/87, pg. 88 - It figures; 1
name shows up twice!

Ski Club Raffle Tonight - Win free ski
trips, lift tickets, clothes! Nov. 9, 8 pm,
Grafton-Stovall. Everyone's welcome!
John Adanatzlan -1 have had my eye on you
for some time. Love, Your Secret Admirer.
Travel Agents International

Felix - I'm irf love with everything you
possess! Greedy Smurf
Singers 11:00 Mgt. 311 - Meet with the
Student Bargaining Committee in JM's
Wed., Nov. 11 at 3 pm for an important
informational meeting. Your first drink is on
us!

Free Raffle - Ski Club meeting tonight! 8
pm, Grafton-Stovall.
B Section Chappelear, 3rd Floor - Your pet
elephants need to lose some weight!
"Affectionately", 2nd Floor.
Football #15-1 want a t-shirt (with you in
it)Alliance - Rule #2, if your best attack is
using Kinks' lyrics to fight your battles lor
you, you've lost

Lisa Blair Goldman - "You're so far away.
Doesn't anybody stay in one place
anymore?" I love you always, Kindred
Steph and Katherine - The Breeze
management would like to formally express
our deepest regrets for any inconvenience
we may have caused you while reading
Thursday's paper. I hope you can
understand that it's impossible for us
people of lower intelligence to live up to
your standards of perfection.

433-3734 or 433-7292
Ask For The Campus Travel Rep

Hey P.O. 3363 - Love the trenchcoat!
What's underneath?! Just curious.

Temporary
Help Wanted
Trans-American Telemarketing is now
hiring temporary workers with good
phone skills. Flexible hours and great
starting pay. Opportunity for permanent
position.
Call Sherry Hampe:

434-2311
PEOPLES DRUG STORE
is proud to announce the opening of their new
store in
THE DUKES PLAZA
2245 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA
We are now accepting applications for
SALES CLERK

NOVEMBER 9 -12,1987

C

3-4 p.m. WCC Rm A
RMR Advertising
4-5 p.m. WCC Rm C
Valley Wellness Center

3-4 p.m. WCC Rm D
Sheraton Hotel
5-6 p.m. Jackson 101
IBM
( TUESDAY, NOV. 10 ^

C THURSDAY, NOV. 12^
4-5- p.m.WCC Rm A
Peat Marwick Main & Co.
5-6 p.m. WCC Rm A
First American Trust

3-4 p.m. WCC Rm A
Electronic Data Systems
5-6 p.m. WCC Rm C
u
US SPRINT

Sponsored By:
The Cinnamon Bear Makers of Old Fashioned
Cinnamon Rolls
433 - BUNS

Roma^ Delight
Hair Loft
The Tuxedo Shop
"TCBY"

PEOPLES DRUG STORE
———■F^^TT'^' ..

CWEDNESDAY, NOV. lfr

MONDAY, NOV. 9

Full and part-time positions will be available. Competitive starting
salaries; flexible schedule; excellent benefits package. Please apply
in person at the following location:

Valley Plaza Shopping Center
60 East Gay Street
Harrlaonburg, VA ,22801

Kim, Val, House -1 love you! The Brazilian
baby.

FREE ENTERPRISE WEEK

Now is trWtime to make extra
money for Christmas.

ECE

Hey FLAN-mates plus Dave, etc. - Spain is
here. Wish you were great. Write! Alii
To the greatest OK friends - Spring fever
is hitting me in Espana. Missing you,
Alessandra.

Individual & Group Travel Anywhere!
Special: Freeport, Bahamas From $199

Brenda & Beth - Had lots of fun, great
music, will call again.

BABBW - Raquetball tourney! Minitriathalon! Health fair! Speakers! Aerobic
raffle!

Nels - Baby, you're an awesome A.M.! Your
AXA Big Sis.

Guys! Thanks for stopping by on my
birthday! The cake was great! 24 isn't so
bad. John!

Frisco - Your wish is my command. Your
Brown-Eyed Girl.

&

PHI BETA LAMBDA
JMU's Professional Business Organization

M/F
I

'
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Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTYiGOTA XENEwrm
OFVS ' PIP somsopy
REMEMBER TV me HFS
XAB REPLACEMENT ?v

U'LoaiE fwrrtKE...
BiOOPY WLLl FXCITEP,
pom-A NEW CAREER/
SO LET5 6ET VOWiTO

SOME SERIOUS

fine. HERB'S THE XENE:
'STEVE 15 ON THC FLOOR. A
JEALOUS (HRLFRIENP HAS JUST
CUT HIS LEOS OFF Mm A
CARROT FEELERS

■Dorsey

YABBER

...THEN OPVS mLKS IN
ANP SAYS SOMETHING
WISTFVLVf
POIGNANT. '

/

DARNIT, MISSED AGAIN."

-Gary Larson

THE FAR SIDE

■

Full moon ond empty head

A camel named Igor

Through some unfortunate celesJia) error.
■'" Ernte is sent toHogt W«K ,?n
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RUBES

Leigh Rubin CALVIN AND HOBBES

Bill Watterson

Jl
STIR
■=-riR

VjWsL

M. OCMJU TORNADO MAKES
ITS'WAV ACROSS WE.ONWWWTY.'

THE CIRCLING UPDRffT CLOCKS
ATCWER2Q0MPH.' THE
TWISTER SEARCHES FOR
A TRAILER PARK!

FINDING ONE. IT TOUCHES
DOWN! DEBR\S \S THROWN
FOR MILES INTUE ENSUING
EXPLOSION Of BUSHING MR!

ViUWS QGlN&CN? WHV
MtKT TAAEK. ANV CASTOONS
OH TV? ITS
JOST A TEST
•A\ PATTERN

THE TV 6UIDE
SMS THEV
DON'T STftfT
UHT\L 4.30.

WUEN ARE *W GOING TO >|
CLEAN UP THIS ROOM?.'
J
IT LOOKS LIKE A .. ^

HECK. THUS 45
MINUTES FROM
NOW! WELL,
CMQN. I'LL
RACEVOUOP
AND DOWN THE
STAIRS.'

WUV CM HE
EVER GET OP
LIKE. THIS ON
SCHOOL DAVS?

GO BREAK.
HIS LITTLE
LEGS, WLL
W HONEV ?

COLLEGIATE CROSSWORD

Sponsored By

BILL'S

^M^UL^L
ACROSS

SHOP

44 Coffin stands
46 Hell-known elec1 ■—• paper
tronics company
6 Cut
47 — ear
11 String of beads
48 Exchanged words
13 Berated
50 Hide's partner
15 Italian food
51 Bowling ball
16 "60 Minutes" host
material
17 Linguistics suffix 53 Scholarly
18 Cotton cloth
55 Periods of time
20 Part of BMOC
56 Brownish pigments
21 Time periods
57 Know the
23 Tennis term
58 Gives a signal
24 Slang for fires
25 The Fllntstones'
DOWN
pet, et al.
27 Statement term
1 Polishing cloth
28 Baseball hall-of2 Old Italian capital
famer, —— Irvin
3 Prefix for gram or
29 Military gestures
graph
31 Soils
4 Drop into water
32 Greek statesman
5 Lamprey fisherman
34 Greek Island
6 Like a snake
36 Leveling devices
7 Prison section
39 Baseball MVP of
8 Building wing
1961
9 Unyielding
40 — forma
10 Takes back, as a
41 Piano seat
statement
43 Mr. Kazan
11 Belief

of downtown Harrisonburg
12
13
14
19
22
24
26
28
30
31
33
34

A
N
S
W
E
R

©Edward Jul1u«< .; Collegiate CW8704

35 South American
river
37
nail
38 Musical pieces
39 Distributed
40 Forest inventory
42 Ancient harps
44 College in Maine
45 Type style
48 — one's time
49 Formal fight
52 Siesta
54 Short for Deoxyribonucleic acid

Angry outbursts
Low, wet land
Stupid
Grouped closely
Hospital convalescence rooms
Supporting undergarments
Hangs ten
Ways of conducting
oneself
God of the sky
Ike's initials
Piano keys
Quality

S
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Actress sets the record straight on deafness
By Mark Longenbach
assistant features editor

"My name is Sarah.
For all of my life I've been the creation of other
people."
—Mark McdofTs "Children of a Lesser God"
Phyllis Frclich was born deaf to deaf parents. She
■is one of nine children, all of whom are deaf.
She walked onto the stage of Grafton-Stovall
Theatre Thursday, smiling and radiating happiness,
and delivered the most visual speech ever given at
JMU.
She used no films, videos or slides, just her hands.
With the help of her husband, Robert Steinberg,
who interpreted to the hearing members of the
audience, she began, "If there is anyone wondering
what I'm doing with my hands, it is American Sign
Language."
She went on to talk about ASL and deafness.
While growing up, Frelich attended schools for the
deaf, where she was told that sign was not respected
or encouraged in society. "In fact," she added, "we had
to sit with our hands on our laps and learn to speak."
This was ridiculous, she said, because a person
born deaf having to learn speech is like a hearing
person having to learn to be deaf.
"We need to teach our children how to think, rather
than worrying about what language to do it in."
ASL is not just a substitute way of communicating
for those who can't speak, Frclich said. It is a
language all its own. It's not universal; it is unique
in each country. In the United States, it is the third
most used language.
"The deaf are labeled as a group and as disabled,"
Frelich said. She feels this is wrong, because labeling
is rarely a comfortable experience.
She said she is often recognized in public by
people who walk up to her and say, "You're that deaf
actress that makes deaf plays."
Frelich compared this to walking up to a fat cook
and asking, "Aren't you that fat cook who makes

Staff photos by BRANDON WARREN
those fat foods?"

She said she feels the public is merely misinformed
about the deaf and explained this further by relating a
story about a sales clerk who realized she was deaf.
"His face filled with great pity," Frelich said, "and
he proceeded to write me a note that said, 'Can you
read and write?' I felt devilish that day and wrote, No,
I can't.' The worst part is he bought it."
Frelich attended Gallaudet College, a school for the
deaf. While she was there, she was told to study
library science so when she got married she could go
wherever her husband needed to move and work at the
local library.
She studied library science, but she didn't get
married.
Later she was approached by someone who wanted
her to gel involved in theater for the deaf. As it turned
out, it was through acting that she met her husband.
As in love as Frelich was with Steinberg, many

"Sound isn 't important,...
it was never a part of my
life. I never wonder what
it wouid be like to hear."
— Phyllis Frelich
people thought it was a bad match because he could
hear. Some friends even told her, "You can't marry
him, he can talk. That means he can cheat on you,
and you'll never hear about it."
But Frclich and Steinberg beat the odds, exchanged
vows and arc quite happy together. They continued to
work in theater together and were one day approached
by writer Mark Medoff.
Medoff said he liked Frelich's acting and told her
he'd write a play for her. Frelich was skeptical, but
Medoff pulled through and wrote the script for
"Children of a Lesser God."
Before Frclich knew it, she was on Broadway
opposite actor John Rubinstein and, soon after that.

accepting a Tony Award for her pcrormance.
The play was a huge success, and there are now
more than 30 translations of the play worldwide.
When the play was translated into film last year,
Frelich's role of Sarah was played by newcomer
Marlce Mallin, who won an Academy Award.
Frelich said she feels there arc still too few roles
available for deaf actors, and, even though she was
not cast for the film version of "Children of a Lesser
God," she was exultant that a deaf actress got the part.
"When there are deaf roles available, hearing people
usually get them," she said. "To us, this is like white
people wearing blackface. I hope the time comes
when deaf roles will only be played by deaf actors,"
Although many thought "Children of a Lesser God"
was about Frelich, it was not.
"There arc many similarities," she said, "but it was
definitely not biographical."
Like the play's main character, Sarah, Frelich said
she always had to fight to be who she is. People
couldn't understand that she was not disabled and did
not have an urge to learn speech. She said she is
pcrfecdy happy being deaf.
"Sound isn't important,... it was never a part of
my life. I never wonder what it would be like to hear.
If I became hearing now, I'd be handicapped."
Frelich has taken her acting career from the stage to
television and has appeared on episodes of "Barney
Miller." "Gimme a Break" and "Spenser For Hire."
She also has appeared on a variety of talk shows and
starred in a television movie called "Love is Never
Silent," which won an Emmy Award.
Frelich and others like her who have worked to
bring deafness and sign language odt of the closet
have come a long way. There are now many more
deaf schools, and most television shows offer closed
captions for the hearing-impaired.
Frelich is a vibrant person who says she wants to
keep working in theatre as long as there is work for
her.
The only drawback from all her accomplishments,
she said, is that "I can no longer talk about anything
1 want in public. There are eaveswatchers
everywhere!"
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Task force dealing with prevention of rape
By Mary Michalski
staff writer

Last month audiences at the JMU
Experimental Theatre were shocked by a
brutal and realistic portrayal of a rape
attempt in a production of William
Mastrosimonc's "Extremities."
Shortly after this production, a
murder was committed only six blocks
from the JMU campus.
The shock of this 'crime occurring so
close to home as well as the gut
reaction elichtd by "Extremities" has
alarmed many people in the JMU
community.
Campus safety is a concern, and rape
is a realistic fear.
An on-campus group has been dealing
with this fear and the seriousness of
this crime. Almost a decade ago, the
Counseling and Development Center
formed the Rape Awareness Task Force.
The force was established, not in
response to any particular incident, but
'■ out of the concern of the JMU
administrative staff to raise awareness,
says Dr. Teresa Gonzalez, director of
the group.
Gonzalez has been a counselor at the
counseling center since 1975 and
currently serves as its director. The task
force includes Donna Harper, acting
director of the Health Center, and
Detective Robert Baker, campus
security investigator.
The main goal of the Rape Awareness
Task Force is to increase awareness of
the realistic possibility of rape and the
precautions that can be taken to decrease
this possibility.
"The biggest hazard is when women
perceive the campus to be infinitely
safe, taking too much for granted,"
Gonzalez says. "Most women are sure
that if it [rape] happens, it will happen
to someone else, and they take unwise
chances."
To educate women, making them
more aware of the possibility of rape,
the task force sponsors programs in
residence halls, fraternity and sorority
houses, club meetings and classes. It
also distributes brochures and fliers,
hangs posters and makes videotapes
available.
The task force distributed its own
brochure, titled "Sexual Harassment,
Rape, Acquaintance Rape," at the
beginning of the semester in residence
halls, the Warren Campus Center and
other populated areas.
Gonzalez advises women to "maintain
an awareness of your surrounding and
do what you can to minimize your
perception of vulnerability."
Since the recent news report about the
Oct. 18th Harrisonburg murder,
Gonzalez says, "People arc fearful and
arc being more careful. It makes people
aware and cautious for a few weeks, but
then they arc back to their normal
selves again."

Staff graphic by MARCEL DAVIS

Although Gonzalez thinks the tragedy
has caused alarm, she docs not believe
the campus is unsafe.
"Precautions have been taken. All of
the external stuff possible has been
done. It lies within the women
themselves to take advantage of the
escort service and the campus police.
Take responsibility for your own safety
by using the services available and
supporting one another by travelling in
twos, etc."
Senior Scott Balda, a campus cadet,
says, regardless of how safe the campus
may seem, "I don't think girls should
walk alone at night."
The campus cadet escort service can
be reached by calling the campus police
at 568-6911. The cadets will escort
anyone who calls to anywhere on
campus as far south as Mr. Flips, and
as far north as Duke Fine Arts Center
as well as to and from the campus
parking lots.

The cadets work in three teams of two
people during the week. Weekends, they
work in four teams. This escort service
is available 7 p.m-midnight Sunday
through Wednesday, 8 p.m.-l a.m.
Thursday and 7 p.m-3 a.m. Friday and
Saturday.
The escort service also has a car
running weekdays from 11 p.m.-3a.m.
and on weekends from 11 p.m.-7 a.m.
But despite the 'warnings and
precautions, rapes still occur. The most
serious problem on college campuses is
not stranger rape, Gonzalez says, but
acquaintance rape. Since acquaintance
rapes arc most often not reported,
however, the actual scope of the
problem becomes difficlut to determine.
A brochure on acquaintance rape,
available at the Counseling Center,
states that in a recent survey, one out of
four college women were victims of
rape or attempted rape, and 84 percent
of their assailants were acquaintances.
/

(

This same survey also revealed that
one in four college men surveyed
admitted to having used sexual
aggression with women.
If you have bc4n the victim of a rape
or an attempted rape, Gonzalez advises,
"Try to get help as quickly as possible.
Contact a friend, an RA, the
Counseling Center, etc. It's a terrible
thing to try and deal with alone. Yet
most women try to pretend it never
happened."
The Counseling Center, located in
room 200 of Alumnae Hall, is open 8 •
a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays. During the
weekend a counselor can be reached by
calling the campus operator or campus
security.
Women who have been victimized are
encouraged to come to the Counseling
Center, where they can receive
confidential attention.
According to Gonzalez, if a victim
has recently been attacked, a counselor
first determines whether she needs
medical attention. Then, the woman is
allowed to share whatever she is willing
to share.
"We offer her" support. We speak to
the woman about her options in terms
of choices, support,- counseling and
legal routes. If she wants to follow
through in a legal way, she is advised
to do so quickly, because physical
evidence is gone after 24-48 hours."
After the initial consultation, the
woman receives a weekly appointment
with a counselor. "She needs to work
through the intense emotional feelings
— anger, confusion, embarrassment,
fear and guilt," Gonzalez says. "We try
to assist the woman to gain a sense of
control over herself. Rape is a very
powerless experience."
Theeounscling process usually takes
a couple of months.
The counseling may end, but "the
hurt never goes away completely,"
Gonzalez says. "But through the
counseling it [the rape] can be
integrated into the fabric of her life."
The process of counseling is the same
for the rape victim who has waited
before seeking help. Yet Gonzalez has~
discovered that "the time makes a '
difference. It often makes it harder to
talk about."
Besides die confidential help offered at
the Counseling Center, Listening Ear, a
community telephone hotline is also
available. Gonzalez says the campus
line for Listening Ear was installed as
an additional resource for students.
A "listening car" can be reached by
dialing 568-6444 between noon and
midnight.
Hopefully, by remembering the Rape
Awarness task foce slogan, female
students may never need to pick up the
telephone and dial Listening Ear —*
"The greatest way to protect your body
is by using your head."
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We take it one step further
We deliver to your door!!!
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THE BEST PIZZA at the
BEST BUFFET IN TOWN

\

Every llam-2pm
All the pizza, pasta and salad you can eat!

$3.73)
BEST NIGHT TIME BUFFET EVER!
MONDAY thru THURSDAY, 5:30-8:30pm

Watch your favorite shows and enjoy our mouthwatering buffet
WE GUARANTEE YOU WONT GO AWAY HUNGRY!

Gatti's delivers a piping hot pizza right to
your door: ALL YOU DO IS RELAX.
So kick back, stay warm. Call us.
We take it one step further.
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$6.00
for any medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Cokes
OR
$7.00
for any medium
reg.. 3 topping
pizza plus 2 Free
Cokes

433-0606

MrifiTtr^
$6.00
for any medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Cokes
OR
$700
for any medium
• reg. 3 topping
Pizza plus 2 Free
Cokes
FREE DELIVERY

$8.00

I
I
I
J.

for regular crust
Pizza
V.TTh

with 11 Toppings
FREE DELIVERY

for any large
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 4 Free Cckes
OR
$9.00
for any large
regular 3 topping
pizza plus 4 Free
Cokes
FREEDELIVERY

f
I
I
I
I
I
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'Mr SJlll

w

$8.00
for any large
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 4 Free Cokes
OR
$9.00
for any large
regular 3 topping
pizza plus 4 Free
Cokes
FREE DELIVERY
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JM's offering classic rock 'n' roll on Mondays
By Kim Kidwell
staff writer

Filling the booths, about 20 or so
locals and college students casually sip
down their beers and munch on crispy
tacos. Another 10 or 15 line the bar
stools, gazing intently at Monday
Night Football.
At about 10:30, half-time, a fresh
surge of non-football fans comes
through the door, just in lime to hear
classics songs like Steely Dan's
"Reclin' in the Years" and Elton John's
"Crocodile Rock." This is a typical
scene at Classic Rock Night, held every
Monday night at JM's Pub & Deli.
During the summer, when many
JMU students had packed their bags for
points elsewhere, JM's was serving less
than 20 customers on a typical Monday
night. Bartender Joe Meyers suggested
the management try something different
— a classic rock format.
According to disc jockey Greg
Tutwilcr, a Charlottesville bar is the
only other establishment in the area
that dedicates a night to rock 'n' roll
classics. Business soon picked up to
100 customers on a good Monday
night.
Soon after JMlTs fall semester began.

RECORD

the football game until about 12:30.
"Early and mid-'70s music seems to
be the most popular. There are a lot of
requests for Led Zeppelin, Steve Miller,
Lynyrd Skynyrd and Van Halcn,"
Tutwilcr said. Other popular groups
include Boston, Rush and the Grateful
Dead.
JM's manager Bashar Itraish said there
may soon be a spin-off Grateful Dead
Night due to that group's recent surge

REVIEW

Dumptruck gets
closer to R.E.M.
sound with 'For
the Country' Lp
By William Croxton
Blflfl writer

Big Time Records

■...,

Lambda Ch'i Alpha fraternity began
sponsoring Monday nights. Now,
Tutwilcr said, there is a much stronger
college crowd, with up to 150
customers on Monday nights.
"It's hard to get people out on a
Monday night," he said. "It depends on
what classes they have Tuesday, but the
turnout has been impressive."
Popular tunes from the late '60s and
early 70s are played from half-time of

Four guys. Jangly guitar.
Hook-laden, ethereal-sounding pop.
Sound familiar?
And they're not from Athens. Well,
since we've ruled out R.E.M., I guess
we'll suffice to say it's a pretty good
imitation.
Dumptruck started as a quirky pop
band from Massachusetts a few years
back. Progressively through their
releases, they've gotten closer to the big
sound so prevalent in today's guitar
pop, and For the Country brings them
all they way. The R.E.M. comparison
is not a bad thing either. They've come
up with the best R.E.M. album since
Reckoning.
Like the aforementioned, they employ
various influences from the Byrds, the
Velvet Underground and the Neats with
a touch of country to create that
college sound.

In the title track, they sing, "You're
on the brink of something," and I'm apt
to believe it. This should be a big
seller. While I miss the* earlier, fresher
songs like "Secrets" off last year's
Positively Dumptruck, this still works
well as a "get-ahead" album. And hey, a
few of the new ones really rock.

High Priest
Alex Chilton
Big Time Records
Talk about your more suggestive
titles. At least he didn't call it Bad..
Chilton, former leader of Big Star,
has once again defied the odds and come
up with a great album. Coming back
after the simply awful Feudalist Tarts
seemed to be an insurmountable task,
but he rebounds with the help of some
of Memphis' all-time greats and a batch
of wonderful covers. Chilton mixes the
eight standards with four new songs in
what could be his best comeback since
1978's Like Flies on Sherbet.
Chilton simply has not sung this
well in years. One listen to "Make a
Litde Love" will prove that. He sounds
almost like the 17-ycar-old Alex
singing "The Letter" for the Boxtops.
His new lease on life extends to his
songs too, like ihc surc-lo-M-classic.,
"Dalai Lama." This is the type of

bizzaro pop only Chilton can write.

Staff graphic by STEPHEN ROUNTREE
in popularity.
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Several specials arc offered to enhance
the appeal of Classic Rock Night.
Tacos are sold three for $1, and pitchers
of draft beer are $2 from 8:30-9 p.m.
They cost S3 the rest of the night.
Itraish said he has been pleased with
the results of the new Monday night
format. "It is an entertaining night.
There is something for everyone with a
lot of variety and specials."

Orchestra and jazz
groups to perform
this week in Wilson

Maybe it's because of the renewed
interest in Big Star. Maybe we can
thank the Replacements, I don't know,
but Chilton is back. Maybe he'll stick
around this lime.

The JMU Jazz Band and Jazz
Ensemble will perform at 8 p.m.
Wednesday in Wilson Hall Auditorium.
The Jazz Ensemble will present
"Waltz of the Mushroom Hunters" by
Greg Hopkins as a tribute to the late
Buddy Rich. Drummer David Snead, a
music graduate student will be soloist.
Dr. George West, professor of music,
directs the jazz groups.
Friday at 8 p.m., the JMU
SST Records
Symphony Orchestra will perform in
Brian Ritchie is best known as the Wilson Hall Auditorium.
bass player for Milwaukee's Violent
The 70-membcr ensemble will
Fcmmcs. While the band is on present selections including Overture to
temporary hiatus, Ritchie has taken "Egmont" by Beethoven and the ballet
time to release a truly eclectic album.
suite to "Billy the Kid" by Copland.
Dr. Barry H. Kolman, associate
Songs range from the Fcmmcs classic professor of music, directs the
style to Middle Eastern and African orchestra.
rhythmic exercises, and the instruments
go from traditional rock to conch
shells, elephant tusks and jaw harps.

777e Blend
Brian Ritchie

Guest guitarist will
perform tonight

Ritchie sticks mainly to guitar 09
The Blend, though his innovative bass
playing is not missed missed that
much due to the great playing of
Cynthia Bartcll. Bartell and other
Milwaukee musicians like Fcmme
drummer Victor Dclorcnzo provide a
very versatile backing band.
.A Rust, (qr, apy, bar^depre YiP^W i
Fcmmcs fans.

Guest guitarist Robert Trent will
perform at 8 p.m. tonight in
Anthony-Secgcr Auditorium.
Trent teaches at Trenton State
College and at Westminster Choir
College-Conservatory, both in New w
Jersey. He was the first guitarist to
perform at the Tanglewood Fromm
t Festival. Conaerts under conductor
Gunther Schuller.
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Eagles come of age against JMU
By Thomas Bergeron
staff writer

STATESBORO, Ga. — Make no doubt about it —
Georgia Southern is good.
That would be obvious when the Eagles had
"do-everything" quarterback Tracy Ham leading the
show. Because of Ham, Georgia Southern is the
two-time defending national champion in Division
I-AA football.
Ham did everything in head coach Erk Russell's
Run and Shoot offense. He ran, he threw, and at his
best, he did both at the same time. He was so good
that the program even changed the name of the
offense to the "Hambonc."
Those days are gone now. Ham finished his
collegiate career last year and now earns a paycheck
for the Edmonton Eskimos in the Canadian Football
League. Ham's departure was supposed to end Georgia
Southern's I-AA dominance, but after seeing the
Eagles' 26-7 triumph over JMU Saturday, it is
obvious that football is alive and well in Statcsboro.
After starling the year 2-2, the Eagles have won
five of their last six games and need only to defeat
South Carolina Stale Nov. 21 to advance to the
playoffs for the third straight year.
Georgia Southern's success ihis season even has
surprised Russell, despite his 54-18-1 career record as
a head coach.
"I had no idea when we started this season, what to
expect I certainly never expected anything like this,"
he said. "Anybody in his right mind could not have
even thought that we could win seven football
games. A lot of people said we would, but dial's
because they haven't seen us do anything else."
See FRESHMEN page 21 >

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON

Georgia Southern freshman quarterback Raymond Gross (15), who had one of his
best games during the Eagles' 26-7 win over JMU Saturday In Statesboro, Ga.,
flees from JMU defender Steve Bates (89).

'Peanut' earns respect as wrestling coach
By Sonny Dearth
sports editor

"I don't get no respect."
With this famous line, Rodney Dangerficld merely
echoes the sentiments of many coaches across the
land.
It's not easy even for coaches of great stature and
experience, such as 6-foot-11 Georgetown basketball
mentor John Thompson, to earn the respect of his
players. But it's a must to maintaining any
successful program.
In the last few years, the JMU wrestling program
has been a success. The Dukes have captured two
Eastern Regional team titles in the last three
seasons under first Dick Besnier, then Pete
Schuylcr. But when Schuyler left for greener
financial pastures at the Naval Academy in October,
JMU Athletic Director Dean Elders had to make
some quick decisions.
Joel Ve'dclli, the assistant under Schuyler, was the
logical choice for the head spot. But Vedelli, a
/ t ': 1 I
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strong motivator and administrator, needed someone
in the trenches — someone who could take the mats
and teach his squad all the right moves.
Someone like Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer, a fifth-year
senior and former star 118-pounder for the Dukes.
But despite Bowyer's wrestling prowess, including
two regional championships and two NCAA
tournament appearances, questions loomed on the
horizon.
Would Bowyer be able to teach as well as he
wrestled? Would he be able to stay in command of a
bunch of guys who were barely younger than he?
And most importantly, would he be respected?
So far in this wresding preseason, die answers are
"yes" on all three counts.
"I was glad that [Ehlcrs] gave me the opportunity
to break into a position this prestigious," said
Bowser. "For Dean to show enough respect to think
I'm capable of handling it, really made me feel
good."
So why did Ehlers pick Bowyer? From a practical

standpoint, "Nut" was the obvious choice. "Because he was here," said Ehlcrs. "We had to do
something right away. He was helping Pete anyway
[last year].
"From what they've told me, and this is from
other places, he's done very well in some camps
from a teaching standpoint. [So far this year], he's
doing an outstanding job."
Bowyer has found he can control JMU practices as
easily as he helps the youngsters at wrestling camp.
"At first I thought it was going to be tough,"
added the feisty native of Phillipsburg, NJ. "But
after being in the [practice] room for two weeks, I
get no problems. If I ask the guys to do it, they do
il."
Vedelli, who carries official responsibility for the
team, described how his role differs from that of
Bowyer.
"My role is to keep [the wrestlers] happy,
attacking from a sports psychology standpoint," said
See BOWYER page 20>
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Look forward to next gggggg

Young Dukes fall to Loyola in finale
By Gary Crockett
staff writer

After the JMU soccer team's final
game of the year Saturday night, a
Dukes' supporter came up to shake
coach Tom Martin's hand. The fan
simply said, "next season."
The youth-oriented Dukes completed
a rebuilding year with a 2-1 loss to
Loyola (Md.) at JMU Stadium. Though
it was the Dukes' fifth straight defeat,
JMU finally was-able to put an end to
its four-game scoreless stretch.
A goal by Loyola's Joe Koziol with
4:20 to play in the game broke al-1 tie
and gave the Greyhounds their 11th
consecutive victory. Loyola begins play
in next week's NCAA tournament after
capturing . the Eastern Collegiate
Athletic Conference-Metro Division
regular season tide.
The Dukes end their season at 9-9-2,
while Loyola improves its record to
15-3-2.
"It was important that we didn't end
the season without scoring," said
Martin, whose team scored only 29
goals this year. "But it was also
important that we played a real lough
team, a top-20 team, right down to the
wire. And we were with them the whole
time. Thai's encouraging for us."
The Dukes tied the game 1-1 at the
27:35 mark of the second half when
freshman John Stroud scored his second
goal of the season on a deflected
throw-in by Frank Radics. The score
not only ended the Dukes' drought but
was also the first goal allowed by the
Greyhounds in nine games.
"It was a centering ball and one of
their defenders cleared it, and I just
happened to be in the right place,"
Stroud said.
Loyola Ail-American Stan Koziol had
staked the Greyhounds to a 1-0 lead
with 24:22 to go in the first half after
taking a pass from George Wacob 25
yards out on the right wing. -Koziol
spunaround and drilled a shot past JMU
goalkeeper Russ Fant just inside the
left goalpost.
The Dukes made a strong bid to tie
the game late in the first half as Chris
Simon fed Ricky Engelfried, who had
beaten the defense downficld. Engelfried
returned a pass to Simon in close on
the left wing, but Loyola goalkeeper
Dave Barrueta came out and broke up
the play.
"We made a real conscious effort not
to give them a lot of room at midficld.
and I thought we did a* good job at
•hat," Martin said. "And we didn't want
to get caught up in a physical,
high-ball game with them because
they're dangerous on throw-ins and free
kicks.

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
JMU's Frank Radics (In white) duels Loyola's Tony Mattuccl near the sideline In the Dukes'
2-1 loss to the Greyhounds Saturday at JMU Stadium.
"We should'vc opened the game up
with a couple more balls to the comer,
which is what we went over at
halftime."
Just 40 seconds into the second half,
the Greyhounds appeared to have taken
a 2-1 lead when Mike Cortese redirected
a Jeff Nattans throw-in to John
Karpovich, who scored." But after
conferring with the linesman, the
referee ruled that Karpovich was offside,
thus negating the goal.
With the score still 1-1, the Dukes
threatened to take the lead as Simon
unloaded with a shot from 20 yards out
that sailed just over the crossbar. It was
one of just five shots for the Dukes,
compared to Loyola's eight.
After Koziol's game-winning goal,
JMU made a last-ditch effort to pull
even. But Marc Hinson's free kick with
15 seconds remaining went'over
everyone's head and out of bounds left
of the goal.
Hinson, who joined Radics as the
only Dukes' seniors, reflected on a
season in which JMU went 7-2-1 for

the first half but fell to 2-7-1 in the
second.
"It was disappointing the way it ended
up," Hinson said. "We started off really
well and we thought it was going to
carry over. I think the turning point
was
the
game
against
Maryland-Baltimore County (Oct. 3)
when we lost to them (1-0). We've been
outplaying teams, but we just haven't
been able to score."
The upperclassmcn felt the brunt of
the Dukes' youth movement this season
as Martin opted to play the newcomers
as much as possible, instead of going
with a more experienced lineup. As a
result, Hinson's point production
slipped from 15 to eight, while Radics'
dropped from 13 to five.
"For a player like myself, it takes
you 10 or 15 minutes to get into a
game, where you start to feel you're
getting into the flow of it," Hinson
said. "And just when you feel like
you're playing well, you get substituted
for.
"I felt like we had some players on

the bench that were experienced, and
could've done maybe a belter job from
an experience lcvcl.Jxjcausc confidence
is so important."
But Martin, who was looking down
the road, was more concerned with
getting the freshmen used to the
top-level competition that the Dukes'
rigorous schedule provided.
"We got some big wins and we lost a
lot of lough games, but considering
who we did it against and what we lost
last year, it was a good season," Martin
said. "We may have the toughest
schedule in the region. It may be
stupid, but that's how we're going to
get better."
Martin added that JMU might be just
two years away from reaching last
season's level of 12-3-3.
"If everybody slays together, by the
time Simon's group are seniors, then
(hat's the year we really want to set our
sights for getting [an NCAA
tournament] bid," he said. "Our young
kids aren't down. They're up and ready
to go. The future's bright for them."

!
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Bowyer

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer (left), the Dukes' assistant wrestling
coach, encourages heavyweight Chris Crissman during a
recent practice at Godwin Hall.

► (Continued from page 18)
Vcdclli. "Peanut would be known as a
mat coach and [be] doing the actual
coaching, and I'm doing the
administrative role.
"The past three years, he's been a
clinician at [several summer camps],"
added Vcdelli. "He's hired primarily as a
teacher of skills, [so] he's had quite a
bit of experience. Even though he's
[close to] the same age as the older
kids, it's interesting how much they
look up to him."
Bowyer, who already had the respect
of guys such as former teammates Brian
Kurlander and Pat Smith, has earned the
respecf of the newcomers as well.
Freshman 118-poundcr Carey Falcone
had his reservations about Bowyer at
first, but he now appreciates what
Bowyer has done for his skills.
"In ftic beginning", I didn't know how
the people would respect him, [but] he's
doing a real good job," said Falcone.
"Having 'Peanut' around my weight
[has helped me improve].
"He's one of the big boys. It's good
to be knocking heads with him every
day in practice."
Freshman wrestler G.J. Suchcr said
he has benefited from Bowycr's
experience.
"He's giving us a lot of good advice,"
said Sucher. "He says, 'This is what
yoirhavc to do to become a national
champion.' He didn't quite get there, but

he knows what it takes as far as
conditioning and moves.
"In a way, he can understand exactly
where we [young wrestlers] arc coming
from". He understands our problems."
Said Bowyer: "I think [being a recent
wrestler] helps me because I can wrestle
with them. It's kind of a living proof
they can sec. By showing them the
moves, obviously they're going to try
it a lot more ... if they sec it works."
Suchcr and Falcone also credited
Bowyer for keeping workouts out of the
same old routine.
"I've worked under a lot of different
coaches since second grade, and the
variety he has in the practice room [is
the best I've seen]," said Suchcr. "It"
never gets monotonous."
According to Falcone, "He changes
the practices every day. He's on the
ball, keeps us in shape and knows what
he's doing.
"He's my idol," Falcone added with a
laugh.
For a fellow student such as Bowyer,
such "worship" is high praise indeed,
but well-deserved. Before a season
where the JMU wrestling program
could have limped through a season of
disarray and discontent, "Peanut"
Bowyer has shown poise beyond his
years — and beyond the years of many
who have lived much longer.

SKI FOR CREDIT

Year XII

MASSANUTTEN
Register now for PE 131 (elementary), PE 231
(intermediate), or PE 331 (advanced) classes for
two semester hours credit

When:

3RD BLOCK TUESDAY/THURSDAY
1-5pm OR 5-10pm CLASS SESSIONS

$114 ($138 with rental equipment)
Check payable to: Great Eastern Resort Management.
Must be paid at required orientation/liability
meeting in G/S Theatre Tuesday. January 12.
All courses will not close. Small group
lessons/car pools.
For further information contact:
Dr. John Haynes Physical Education & Health Science Dept.
Phone 568-3949
.£ J I I ,■
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Weilenmann wins in CAA cross country
JMU sophomore Pcie Weilenmann ran to victory
in the Colonial Athletic Association cross country
championships in Williamsburg Saturday, leading the
Dukes to a second-place finish of eight teams in the
overall standings.
Navy won the meet with 39 points, followed by
JMU with 48, George Mason with 70, William and
Mary with 81, Richmond with 140,
UNC-Wilmington with 178, American with 212 and
East Carolina with 212.
Weilenmann posted a time of 23 minutes, 38
seconds over the 5-mile course to beat second-place
Robert Packowski of Navy by 22 seconds.
Doug Bloor placed fourth for the Dukes in 24:09,
followed by 12th-place Chris Murray in 24:57,
14th-place Claud Gibson in 25:07 and 17th-place
Brian Schmidt in 25:24. Those five finishers
accounted for JMU'S team score.

Dukes sweep at UVa
The JMU volleyball team won all three of its
games at the Virginia Classic at Charlottcsvillc over
the weekend, improving its record to 30-6.
The Dukes defeated Virginia 3-1 (15-6, 10-15.
15-4, 15-6), Virginia Tech 3-0 (15-10, 15-6, 15-3)
and Radford 3-0 (17-15, 15-13, 15-6) to take the
unofficial tournament title.

<Gillies reaches final,
earns national bid
Sophomore Chris Gillies, JMU's number one
women's tennis player, led the Dukes by reaching the
final of the Intercollegiate Tennis Coaches
Association Northeast Region tournament in
Philadelphia over the weekend.
Gillies won over Georgetown's Kristin Bedouin
6-2, 6-2, William and Mary's Danielle Webster 6-0,
6-3, Syracuse's Kathy Bradford 7-6,6-2, Yale's Lynn
Rosenstrach 6-4, 6-2, and Princeton's Lauren
Fortgang 6-4, 5-7, 7-6 to reach the final.
In the title match, Gillies lost 6-1, 6-2 to Diana
Gardner of Princeton, but she qualified for the ITCA
National Indoor tournament in February.

SPORTSFILE
Among other JMU entrants, number two player
Justine Higgins defeated Temple's Jill Slansky 6-2,
6-3 in the first round, but fell to Harvard's Jackie
Fcrrell 6-3,2-6,6-1 in the second round.
In doubles. Gillies and Higgins won twice before
falling in the quarterfinals. They lopped Delaware
6-4, 7-6 in the first round and beat Seton Hall 7-5,
6-4 in the second round, but lost 7-6,6-2 to Harvard.

Devils, Pirates edge
JMU women's squad
JMU's women's swimming and diving team lost
two nip-and-tuck meets in their opening dual
competitions of the season. East Carolina edged the
Dukes 135-133 Friday in Greenville, N.C., then
Duke nipped JMU 136-133 Saturday in Durham,
N.C.
Senior Annie Jones won six individual first places
— three firsts in both meets — to lead JMU. She
look first place in the 50-yard freestyle, 100-yard
freestyle and 100-yard butterfly against both Duke and
ECU.

Women place third
in conference meet
JMU's women's cross couniry team took third place
among seven teams Saturday at the Colonial Athletic
Association championships in Williamsburg.
William and Mary took first place with 30 points,
followed by George Mason at 33, JMU at 77,
Richmond at 128. UNC-Wilmington at 135, East
Carolina at 159 and American at 177.
George Mason's Andrea Volpe captured the
individual title with a time of 17 minutes, 48 seconds
over the 5,000-meter course. Loma Lewis led all
JMU runners with a seventh-place time of 19:01.
Patricia Ruler finished next for the Dukes with an
llth-placc lime of 19:15. followed by 15lh-place
Jennifer Brinkerhoff in 19:24 and 21st-place Jeanne
Winters in 19:47.

JMU wins two meets
in men's swimming
The JMU men's swimming and diving team opened
its season with two victories on the road. The Dukes
defeated East Carolina 121-96 Friday in Greenville,
N.C, then topped Duke 117-100 Saturday in
Durham, N.C.
Junior transfer Steve Scanlon won all four diving
events for the weekend #id helped lead JMUs sweep
of the diving competition against East Carolina. On
the 1-meter platform, Scanlon scored a 274.0 to take
first place, followed by teammates Justin Sheeny and
Drew Lanzarotta.
On the 3-melcr platform, Scanlon, Lanzarotta and
Sheehy took the lop three spots.
In the swimming races, senior Randy Parker earned
four first places for the weekend by leading the field
in the 50- and 100-yard frccstylcs in both meets.
Senior Eric Johnson also look four firsts by winning
the 200-yard individual medley and the 200-yard
breaststrokc against Duke and ECU.

Field hockey squad
places fourth in SAC
JMU placed fourth of eight teams in the South
Atlantic Conference championships Friday through
Sunday in Williamsburg, ending its season at 9-13-1.
The sixth-seeded Dukes upset third-seeded
Richmond 3-1 in the quarterfinals Friday, but lost 5-0
to Old Dominion in the semifinals Saturday and 1-0
to William and Mary in a playoff for third place
Sunday.
JMU scored all of its goals in the second half to
take an insurmountable 3-0 lead. Amy Hicks. Diane
Buch and Kim Crawford each notched a goal as the
Dukes ouishot the Spiders 31-10. (
Old Dominion dominated JMU. outshooting ihc
Dukes 32-7. The Monarchs took a 3-0 lead at
hall time and added two goals in the second half to pad
the margin. JMU goalkeeper Ashley Duncan was
forced to make 15 saves.
William and Mary scored the only goal of its
defensive struggle against the Dukes on a shot by
Krislcn Eppcrly wilhll:20 to play.

Freshmen
►■ (Continued from page 18)

A team's past success can sometimes explain a
surprising performance. But that's not the case with
this team — its leaders don'l have a past.
The heart of this year's offense wasn't in Tacoma,
Wash, in December when the Eagles downed
Arkansas State for the title. They were still in high
school.
Freshman quarterback Raymond Gross and
freshman running back Joe Ross each played a big
part in ending the Dukes' six-game winning streak.
For Gross, this season has been an up-and-down
year. Thrown into the lineup right away to replace
Ham, Gross has been inconsistent passing,
susceptible to fumbles and guilty of judgment errors
that come from inexperience. But Saturday he showed
what can happen when everything goes right.
Gross was perfect on the day. No interceptions, no
fumbles, no bad decisions.
He completed l2-of-24 passes for 80 yards and ran
for 57 more on 16 carries. The numbers are not

nearly as impressive as what Ham used to rack up on
even his bad days, but the thought that Gross is only
a freshman has to scare Georgia Southern's
opponents.
But as good as Gross.was, Ross was belter.
Running out of the fullback spot in Russell's
five-receiver offense, Ross rushed for 129 yards on 20
attempts. This kind of performance, however, is
nothing new to Eagle fans.
Already in his brief career, Ross has run for over
100 yards in a game five limes, and each time
Georgia Southern has won. Through 10 games, Ross
has gained 926 yards on 154 carries, just over six
yards per carry.
After the game, Russell had nothing but praise for
the way his newcomers played.
"Two brand new people, that's where all of our
plays start," Russell said. "And you can see them
getting belter and belter with each Saturday, and they
were so much better today. They're learning and have
started to execute well together."

But while Gross and Ross lead the team, they aren't
the only newcomers starling for Georgia Southern.
Last year's offense lost six of its starters, who made
up 83 percent of its total offense from a year ago.
Just like Gross and Ross, the other newcomers to
the Eagles' rebuilt offense are young.
Only one senior starts for the Eagles' unit, and he's
on the offensive line. Besides Gross and Ross, ihe
other starters at the skilled positions arc either
sophomores or juniors.
Sophomore Ernest Thompson starts at one split
back position, while junior Frank Johnson starts at
the other. On Saturday, the two combined for just 65
yards but scored all three of the Eagles' touchdowns.
And all junior Tony Bclscr has done at wide
receiver is catch 35 passes this season, a school
record.
Russell was supposed to rebuild this year, but
instead he simply reloaded. JMU found out the hard
way on Saturday.
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VIEW P 01N
Sucker's
Game
IT'S OVER. THE lottery referendum
passed and the state is now the
not-so-proud owner of its own numbers
racket. Now we join 27 other states and the
District of Columbia in this dubious honor. With a
vote of 57 percent to the opponents 43
percent, Virginians bowed to the pressure of the
hard-hitting lottery pushers. From now on, we're
all in the same boat, and it might as well be
named the Titantic. The lottery will sink
Virginia.
Perhaps the lottery's biggest boost was the
simple slogan, "Freedom of Choice." "It's your
right to choose for yourself whether you want to
play the lottery or not," they kept saying.
Apparently the scheme worked. Let's look at
what we've chosen.
VIRGINIA HAS OPTED for what many call a
voluntary tax. This is true on paper,
however, when heavy advertising is
waged on low income communities, the
psychological pressure makes it almost
impossible to pass up tickets at every corner.
With silver-tounged foxes telling people they
can't win if they don't play, most people will play.
So what? Well, when fathers and mothers start
buying lottery tickets Instead of groceries,
knowing they just have to win this time, then the
lottery ruins just as many, if not more lives than it
claims to help. This sad scenerio played itself out
in California until the food chain, Holiday Foods,
refused to carry lottery tickets. After a year of
sales, the store found it had sold over $1 million
worth of tickets, but its grocery sales had fallen
by $1 million.
Virginians have also opened the way for
pari-mutuel betting, gambling on horse racing,
which Governor Baliles has already said he
supports. And although when the time comes to
debate that issue, there will be a great fuss over
the amount of revenue it will bring into the state,
let it be known that no state has ever had more
than one percent of its budget needs met by
pari-mutuel betting.
Our wise voters have also paved the way for
organized crime to turn Virginia Beach into the
next Atlantic City. The Gambino family, known
criminals connected to one of the leading
manufacturers of slot machines in the country,
have already stated that this is their goal.
On top of it all, Baliles stated last week that it
will take two to three years to see any benefits of
the lottery. Isn't it interesting that no one
stepped up to say that before Virginia went to
the polls?
These changes are coming. Keep your eyes
open and see just how foolish we have been.
v»*
The above editorial Is the opinion of
Stephen Rountree. Lottery supporters
wilt commtfit In Thursdays Br—x:

'Professor' Morano: Don't be
judgmental of other nations
Rob Morano, your article (The Breeze Nov. 5) has
been most perplexing to me. After I read it the first
time, I was outraged. I thought, "Who is this guy?"
What right does he have to be 'grading' one of the
two strongest nations that exists on this earth?" A
few questions "Professor" Morano: where did you get
your degree in politics, and how long have you been
working in international relations? After I read the
article a second time, I calmed down a bit. I felt that
you were not saying much that is not plain fact.
Don't pat yourself on the back yet. Anyone who can
read and organize facts can do the same. Then, I read
the article a third time, and I became outraged again.
Let's take a look at a few of the points you were
trying to make.
In the subject of Economic Intergration, you
graciously gave the Soviet Union a C+. How
wonderful. As a citizen of a country whose economy
is as screwed up as ours is, I don't feel your judgment
holds much merit. In a matter of years, the United
States moved from being the world's greatest creditor
nation, to the world's greatest debtor nation. Once we
set ourselves straight, maybe we will be in a position
to give advice to other countries. Until then, maybe
we ought to look for someone else to do our books,
and \*orry about keeping October 1929 from
happening in November 1987.
In the subject of Ideological Perserverance, I am
sure Mother Russia would be quite upset to hear her
son Ivan got a D-. In your article you said, "In both
Moscow and Peking, recent weeks have seen
unprecedented revisions of Party structu/e." A1JJ have

to say to this is that I am glad the faculty of JMU
does not grade on the same criteria as you. At least
most of the professors I have encountered give some
credit to students if they correct their mistakes and
rework outdated ideas. Where have you been? Do the
names Ollie North, Gary Hart, and Pat Robertson
mean anything to you? If you have not noticed, we
too have had a few "denouncements" recently; but,
what do we say? "Ollie for presftcnt" and "They just

GUEST COLUMNIST
Doug Toti
did what any red-blooded American would have done."
For our sake, I certainly hope not.
Finally, there is the question of External
Proliferation. I am glad to see you gave Ivan credit
for something. He certainly has done a lot better than
our little Sam has done. You might say, "But dear
Sammy isn't even enrolled in that course," but he is.
It is a slightly altered curriculum that approaches its
goal in a less blatant manner and goes by the pleasant
name of "Humanitarian Aid and the Preservation of
Democracy in the Twentieth Century." It is a
demanding course for Sam, but he has been giving it
See TOTI page 23>
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Harrisonburg judicial system beyond absurd
To the editor:
I am not real sure why I am writing this letter to
The Breeze. It could be for a number of reasons—take
your pick: (1) to explain the incompetence of the
judicial system and the overall lack of democracy
within the city limits of good ole' Harrisonburg; (2)
to warn the new generation of JMU students about
(1); or (3) I am graduating soon and have yet to have
my name printed in this fine publication.
My run-ins with this comical judicial system have
mostly come in the form of JMU and Harrisonburg
police (or what I have affectionately come to know
them as—"bungholcs"). It all started two years ago
when I first decided to bring a so-called car to school.
What I thought was going to be one innocent parking
ticket for parking in a commuter lot quickly turned
into a $40 fine. I was trying to get my stalled car
moved. I appealed the fine by explaining in detail
what had happened. Of course, the appeal was
rejected. I have since learned not to waste my time
and/or pencil lead on appeals at the JMU fuzz station.
My next opportunity to meet up with the
bungholes was on the way back from a party. I have
to admit, I had too much to drink and was stumbling
a little bit. I definitely deserved to get arrested for
drunk in public, but I couldn't believe the manner in
which the bungholes accosted me. Without uttering"a
word, the bungholes grabbed me, shoved me against
their cool cop car, pulled my hands behind my back.

snapped the handcuffs on, and shoved me into the
backseat. (They were cither pissed that the bowling
alley was shut down for the night or that Mr. Flip's
was out of Old Milwaukee.) I can't imagine what
they would have done if I tried to resist. They
probably would have behacaded me and chuckled their
Harrisonburg chuckle—Hyuh, hyug!
My last opportunity came when I was in court last
week for a ticket I received earlier this semester. The
best way to exhibit their incompetence is to explain
three cases I heard that day. First some lady was
charged with DUI. She had almost hit a car while
running a red light. She ran another red light and she
also ran up on the curb. When stopped, she could not
walk a straight line. She explained in court that she
had only reached the ninth grade and did not know her
ABCs—it was something she didn't practice. She was
let off. Chargc:"DUI. Penalty: 0.
Second, after pulling someone over, a bungholc
found beer bottles scattered about the floor of a man's
pick'em up truck and smcllcd alcohol on the man's
breath. He was charged with DUI. In court, the
attorney perplexed the arresting bungholc with some
legal vernacular. He then asked the suspect's son,
who was in the truck during the incident, if he
thought his father was okay to drive that night.
Aahhh, Yep! I guess that was enough evidence for the
;e. Charge: DUI, Penally: 0
Lastly, I was charged with having a defective

Toti

Interview did not
reflect true person

> (Continued from page 22)

the old college try. He has done projects in the
Phillipines and Cuba. Unfortunately, he failed both.
Sam has also been quite busy in the Persian Gulf and
Central America, but we don't expect much
improvement.
When I decided to write this, I resolved not to give
the impression that I don't love my country. Looking
at it now I realize that in the eyes of many, I most
likely have failed in this endeavor. To these people, I
insist I do love the United States. That is why I am
so angered that its citizens can sit around and make
judgments about the faults of other nations while our
own country is caien away from within. I applaud the
Communist nations for their action. I don't know
what is to come of it, but at least they are taking
steps at rectification, and I only hope that their
example might help us take those first painful steps
on the Road to Recovery. As for our own "Professor
Morano, I have a little advice. Bringing attention to
others is most certainty a boom-a-rang effect, so
when you sit down to write your next article, keep
this little proverb in mind: "Judge not, lest ye be
judged yourself."
11

"
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To the editor:
On October 8, 1987, my interview was printed in
your newspaper. But to my very great regret, in this
interview practically nothing which was mine
remained. Approximately 90 percent of the text of
that interview—the thoughts and words—did not
belong to me, but were attributed to me by the
correspondent. I am convinced that such an article
brings great harm to the improvement of mutual
understanding between our peoples. I request that you
print my answer in your paper.
Tatlana Mukhlna
visiting Russian scholar
editors note: Dr. Muxkhina did not demonstrate
now 90 percent of the material was inaccurate. All
quotes and material attributed to Dr. Muxkhina were
taken directly from written translated answers to
questions that had been submitted to her before a
series of three interviews, and from translated
conversations during the interviews.

exhaust. When pulled over, I explained to the
bunghole that the exhaust had become defective the
day before, and I was just on my way to the store to
get something to eat. The bungholc gave me a ticket,
but explained to me that if I had the exhaust fixed the
charge would probably be dropped. I had the exhaust
fixed for $130. In court, while trying to explain to the
honorable traffic court judge what had happpened, he
looked at me like I had two heads. I showed the judge
evidence of having the exhaust repaired. Again, the
judge looked very puzzled as if he had just chugged
20 Meistcr Brau. Charge: Defective exhaust Penalty:
$130 repair, $30 fine and court fees.
Is there something wrong here or am I missing
something (besides $160)? Granted, my car was fairly
loud and I could have ordered out a pizza instead of
going to the store, but I was in no way endangering
the lives of other people, (unless of course, young
lunatic children ran behind my car with their lips
around my exhaust) unlike the people who had DUI.
If this is democracy in Harrisonburg, then there is •
only one thing for me to do: Put five dollars worth of
gas in my car, buy a case of the Best for five dollars,
and go cruising. Even if I do get pulled over for DUI,
more than likely I'll be freed when I go to court.

Chuck Appel
senior
communications

Veterans' Day __
is chance to
say 'Thank you'
To the editor:
They are the people who look slighdy older and,
in some cases, quite a bit older. They're the ones in
your classes who usually sit in the back or on the
side, not saying much but carefully listening. You
may see these same quiet individuals a few hours
later at a local watering hole tearing the roof off
the place. Why? Who knows...they're capable of
"spontaneous combustion" at any time. They're
proud of where they're going. They're veterans, and
November 11th is their day. If you see someone
who fits the above description, chances are better
than average that he (or she) is a vet Go ahead and
ask—if they are, buy 'em a beer, or just thank 'em.
It'll be appreciated. How do I know all this? I'm a
veteran, too.
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Want your voice heard?
Send in your letters to the editor—speak out!
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Steve Saunders
graduate student
history
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our mummy

You remember. She was
always there when you were
frightened. And il you got hurt
she was standing bv with bandages. Wouldn't it feel good
to talk to vour mother auuin
.~>'
right now?
Calling over AT&T Long
I )istance Service probably
costs less than you think, too.
And it" you have any quest ions
about AT&T rates or service,
a customer service representative is ahvavs standing
bv to talk to YOAI. fust call
l;800 2220300.
Sure, your schoohvork and
yotrr friends keep you busv
But call home and find out
what she's wrapped up in.

AT&T
The right choice.
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Two judges who 'lost' will be considered again
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Iwo finalists who
lost out when President Reagan selected Douglas
Ginsburg as his Supreme Court nominee will
receive strong consideration again, a senior White
House official said Saturday.
Judges Anthony Kennedy of the 9lh Circuit Court
of Appeals and William Wilkins Jr. of the 4th
circuit should be among those considered most
closely after Ginsburg's withdrawal on Saturday, but
others also will be examined, said the official. He
spoke only on the condition he not be named.
Kennedy, of Sacramento, Calif., had been
considered the favorite of White House chief of staff
Howard Baker Jr., and many in the Senate and the
administration were surprised when Reagan chose
Ginsburg instead.

That choice came after Attorney General Edwin
Meese III lobbied for Ginsburg and several
conservative Republican senators threatened to
filibuster against Kennedy, whom they considered
too liberal.
One leading administration conservative said
Saturday that Kennedy would be acceptable to other
administration conservatives, including Meese.
Wilkins, of Greenville, S.C., is chairman of the
U. S. Sentencing Commission, which devised
uniform guidelines for the punishments of people
convicted of federal crimes. He is a favorite of Sen.
Strom Thurmond of South Carolina, the ranking
Republican on the Senate Judiciary Committee.
Meese said he hoped a nominee would be chosen
in time for the Senate Judiciary Committee to meet

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — The Abu Nidal
Palestinian terrorist group said Sunday its guerillas
seized a French-registered boat off the
Israeli-occupied Gaza Strip and took the eight
Israelis on board hostage.
Walid Khaled, identified as one of the faction's
leaders, said at a news conference in Moslem West
Beirut that the captives were five men, a woman and
two children. He said they were unharmed.
"They were given all essential medical and
humanitarian care," he told reporters.
"We shall transfer them to a safe place, where
representatives of the International Committee of
the Red Cross can examine them," Khaled said.
He said the 17-ton boat was flying the Israeli and
Belgian flags but was registered in France. He
declined to say when the vessel was stormed.
In Jerusalem, the Israeli army said it had no
knowledge of the seizure.
In Paris, the Foreign Ministry had no immediate
comment on the report.
Abu Nidal is the most-wanted terrorist in the
United States and Europe. His group has been
blamed for scores of attacks, including the December
1985 massacres at the Rome and Vienna airports.

Gear failure ends
in crash-landing
of Tijuana DC-10
TIJUANA. Mexico (AP) - An Acromexico
DC-10 airliner with 112 people aboard crash-landed
at Tijuana airport after its landing gear
malfunctioned, officials said Saturday.
Seven passengers suffered minor injuries as they
slid down an emergency chute to evacuate the jet

Senate Judiciary Committee spokesman Peter
Smith said, "It probably would be difficult to
complete action on the floor (this year) if not
impossible."
"Obviously it depends in part on the degree of
controversy surrounding the third nominee for this
scat," he said.

NATION

WORLD

Terrorists giving
'essential' care
to eight hostages

its legislative schedule that was set for Ginsburg's
confirmation hearings. Those hearings were
tentatively set for the week of Dec. 7.
When presidential aide Gary Bauer was asked if it
would be impossible to get a new nominee
confirmed this year he said, "I would think that all
the motivations here would be to take one's time
and be absolutely sure."

Friday night, said David Martinez, chief of security
at the airport.
It was not immediately clear what caused the
accident. There were reports of an engine fire and of
problems with the left landing gear.
The plane was headed for Guadalajara, said Tijuana
firefighter Adrian Callega.
The plane took off about 10 p.m. and airport
controllers noted that the left landing gear remained
down after the plane was airborne, Martinez said.
The plane circled and then returned. The gear caught
fire after the landing, he said.

Ortega promises
to renew civil war
as cease-fire ends
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) — President Daniel
Ortega vowed his troops would return with a
vengeance to battle U.S.-financed Contra«rebcIs as a
month-long unilateral cease-fire by the Sandinistas
ended Saturday.
Ortega's new proposal for indirect ccasc-firc talks
with the Contras satisfies terms of a 3-month-old
regional peace plan without violating his
government's vow "never" to speak with the rebels.
Ortega on Friday asked Cardinal Miguel Obando y
" Bravo, leader of the nation's Roman Catholics, to
act as a go-between to work out the details for a
cease-fire, a key provision in the Aug. 7 Central
American peace plan.
"We will never hold talks with the Contras to
1 negotiate power," Ortega said Thursday night
He was speaking at a mass rally called to
announce measures taken by the Sandinistas to
comply with the plan signed by the presidents of
five Central American nations.
The plan, authored by President Oscar Arias of
Costa Rica, originally called for cease-fires,
amnesties and democratic reforms to be in place in
Nicaragua, El Salvador and Guatemala by last
Thursday.

Two Democrats
admit drug use
during college
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) — Presidential
candidates Albert Gore Jr. and Bruce Babbitt
admitted Saturday they smoked marijuana in college,
while four other Democratic hopefuls say they never
used the illegal drug and that such revelations should
not affect the campaign.
Gore, a Tennessee senator and at 39 the
youngest of the Democratice candidates, said he
smoked marijuana in college and in the Army but
has not used the drug in the past 15 years.
He made his annoucement at the Florida
Democratic Party convention before Judge Douglas
Ginsburg withdrew his name from consideration for
the vacancy on the Supreme Court, two days after
his admission of marijuana use.
In Dcs Moincs, Iowa, former Arizona Gov. Bruce
Babbitt also said he has used marijuana.
"I was a college student in die 1960s and a civil
rights lawyer down South. Sure, I tried marijuana,"
Babbitt said in a telephone interview.
Babbitt added that he has not used die drug in the
past 20 years.
"The only possibly relevant question is, 'Arc you
a drug abuser now?' And the answer is obviously
not," he said.
Four other candidates for the Democratic
presidential nomination — Michael Dukakis,
Richard Gephardt, Jesse Jackson and Paul Simon —
said they had never used any illegal drug* But
Dukakis and Jackson said Gore's revelation should
not affect the campaign.
Gore said he wished he hadn't ever used the drug.
But he also likened its use in the 1960s to people
drinking "moonshine" in the 1920s.
He said his wife, Tipper, also tried marijuana
while she was a student
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Dukes Plaza Shopping Center
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Author's Research Services, Inc.
407 S. Dearborn. Room 1605
Chicago.IL 60605
Custom Research also available-all levels

FREE:
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pen & pencil
set with each
order
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Mary Long

Communicate!

Balfour Full Warranty
Lifetime

$30 Deposit Required

• Repair or replace any ring deleclive in material or
workmanship
• Resize nng
• Relinish ring
• Replace mounting or broken stone
,v
• Replace broken simulated stone excluding star sapphires
and Dimonique'*and genuine diamonds
• Replace detective protected emblem
• Replace encrusting on stone
• No change from the original order is permitted under this
warranty except lor resizing. Should your curriculum or
date of graduation change, Balfour will change the degree
letters or year dale on your ring without charge.
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Meese accepts
some of blame
[for nomination
WASHINGTON (AP) — Attorney General Edwin
iMccsc III accepted some of the blame Saturday for
the failed nomination of Douglas Ginsburg to the
Supreme Court, but he said other advisers,
including White House Chief of Staff Howard
[ Baker, share the responsibility.
Meese, widely reported to be the most forceful
I advocate of Ginsburg's nomination, also said he did
not know why background checks for the candidate's
previous public service failed to reveal the
candidate's marijuana use.
At an impromptu news conference before a
speaking engagement, Meese was asked if he felt
particularly responsible for the collapse of the
Ginsburg nomination.
"I don't know why it would be my fault," the
attorney general said. "Certainly I take as much
responsibility as I'm sure my colleagues Howard
Baker and others would because this is something
wc didn't know when we presented it to the
president."
When the name was submitted on Oct. 29. Meese
was said to have backed Ginsburg because of the
candidate's conservative views and reportedly argued
against the nomination of Anthony Kennedy, a U.S.
appeals court judge sponsored by Baker.

Meese denied there was such a split, saying "there
was no objection by the White House staff at all."
"Nobody had a candidate; I didn't have one,
Howard didn't have one. This is something where
wc had a list of candidates presented to the president.
Together wc provided the information to him and he
ultimately made the selection," Meese said.

but could not do so with a clear conscience.
Last week, police released photographs taken of
the freeway shortly after the spill by an amateur
photographer. Police say they hope to use computer
enhancement techniques to identify license plates of
vehicles parked on the freeway and two exit ramps,
as well as the faces of people carrying away cash.
One man who called a local newspaper a few days
after the spill claimed to have run away with two
bags of money. The man, who refused to give his
name, said he planned to leave the city.
"I'm pretty much set for life," he said.

Police searching
for money spilled
from armored car

STATE

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Many of the
passers-by who scooped up hundreds of thousands of
dollars that fell from an armored truck are holding
on to the money, and nearly two weeks after the
incident the city is still buzzing with talk of
mystery and morality.
«.
No one has said how much is missing, and police
admit they face a difficult task in trying to get the
money back.
An estimated 200 people converged on Interstate
71 moments after the rear door of a Metropolitan
Armored Car Inc. truck swung open Oct 28, sending
bills ranging from 10s to 100s fluttering to the
pavement.
Melvin Kiser, a telephone company employee
from Columbus, turned in nearly $57,000 the night
of the spill he said he found inside a bag on the
freeway. He said he considered keeping the money

"The Travel Leader"

- Quality Remanufactured Tire
30,000 Mile Warranty
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Thanksgiving and
Christmas Fares
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RICHMOND (AP) — Gov. Gerald Baliles' top
budget advisers anticipated voter approval of the
lottery and prepared a secret plan for implementing
the numbers game, administration officials say.
The blueprint spells out the staff size of the
lottery agency, its annual operating budget,
projected revenues from ticket sales to the treasury
and a timetable to begin selling tickets.
Administration officials have refused to share the
report with the General Assembly until Baliles is
briefed on the plan and approves or modifies it

LOWEST PRICED ALL SEASON
RADIAL IN TOWN

Enterprise Travel

785 East Market Street

BaIiles' advisers
wrote secret plan
for state lottery
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FOOD MARKETS

f/7e freshest way to save...
Grand Opening

Also Joining in the
Celebration our Super Fresh
Store at

SAV-A-CENTER
2255 S. Main St. (Dukes Plaza)
Sun. Nov. 8 thru Sat. Nov. 14

85 Carlton St.,
Harrisonburg

Harrisonburg
GOLDEN

RIPE

Dole
Bananas

SUPER ! FREiH SUPER COUPON
A&P GRADE 'A' WHITE

i Large Eggs

High in
Potassium

39 0

With This Coupon And $5.00 Minimum Purchase. Valid Sun.,
Nov. 8 Thru Sat., Nov. 14, 1987. Limit One Per Shopping Family.

IN OIL OR WATER-CHUNK LIGHT

Star-Kist
Tuna
6 1 2 oz.
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ALL FLAVORS

jBreyer's
Ice
Cream
1"
i
i
i

With This Coupon And $5.00 Minimum Purchase. Valid Sun.,
Nov. 8 Thru Sat., Nov. 14, 1987. Limit One Per Shopping Family.
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Natural Light

i
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■
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fUPCR-i FRESH SUPER COUPON
ALL VARIETIES OF STOVE TOP

Stuffing Mix
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With This Coupon And $5.00 Minimum Purchase. Valid Sun.,
Nov. 8 Thru Sat.. Nov .14, 1987. Limit One Per Shopping Family.
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SUPERS FRESH SUPER COUPON

SF630|

A&P SEMI-SWEET

{Chocolate Chips
With This Coupon And $5.00 Minimum Purchase. Valid Sun.,
Nov. 8 Thru Sat., Nov. 14,1987. Limit One Per Shopping Family

i

1/2 gal.
ctn.

VARIETIES

Coke or
Pepsi

12 < ).-

SUPER AFRESH SUPER COUPON
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■
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